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ABSTRACT 

An analysis of rainfall characteristics over the summer rainfall 

areas of South Africa is done in order to find links between rainfall 

variability and the general circulation. Seasonal rainfall totals are 

clearly linked to significant rain days, indicating the importance of 

evaluating synoptic-scale event characteristics. Rank ordered rainfall 

characteristics reveal that normal rainfall may be considered as the 

middle three quintiles, with the outer quintiles representing wet and 

dry conditions. 

The general circulation in tenns of atmospheric state 

(humidity and temperature), moisture and heat transport, and energy 

exchange - with attention to tropical-extratropical cloud-bands, are 

central to wet seasons in South Africa. These are generally associated 

with deep convection that is driven by vertical instability. Transport 

of moisture into South Africa generally takes place from the east with 

the Indian Ocean being a major source of water vapour. Although 

important, fluctuations in moisture transport are not clearly associated 

with rainfall. This is because moisture is a necessary but not a 

sufficient condition for rainfall. 

Atmospheric dynamics producing rainfall are a combination 

of disturbances of mid-latitude and tropical origin. These disturbances 

often initiate the tropical-temperate cloud-band where eddy available 
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potential energy, generated through surface heating over land, is 

converted to eddy kinetic energy. It is generally mid-latitude 

disturbances with stronger vertical shear that are associated with 

rainfall events. Increased baroclinic activity in the Southern Ocean 

south of South Africa, as such, is generally associated with dry 

seasons. During these seasons there is usually a greater amount of 

available potential energy which strengthens the southern branch of 

the Hadley Cell. The effect of this is to increase the strength of the 

subtropical jet through enhanced poleward flux of angular 

momentum. The resulting increase in baroclinicity in the South 

Atlantic Ocean then disrupts rainfall over South Africa through the 

advection of dry air from the west by the vertical-mean wind 

component. 

General circulation models are shown to capture inter-annual 

variability such that forecasts of regional rainfall, of useful skill at a 

seasonal-scale, may be made. However, the skill level with regard to 

daily circulation, restricts their use to the large-scale circulation. 

Nonetheless, the analysis of rainfall and the links to large-scale 

circulation, discussed in the thesis, provide information to produce 

more skilful seasonal forecasts without having to model small-scale 

features directly. Such forecasts may also include additional 

information on rainfall characteristics, such as number of rain-days 

and length of dry spells. 
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PREFACE 

The general circulation, defined as the time-averaged flow, exhibits a 

particular variability. Over the last century, many studies have concentrated on this 

type of variability. However, it is really the daily weather and its associated variability 

that impacts mankind. This naturally feeds back to the general circulation, altering the 

large-scale statistics, but characteristics of particular events can become masked 

when averaged over time. For this reason many studies are moving away from using 

t~-averaged fields to using daily data. 

Southern Africa is a region characterized by a high degree of climatic 

variability, but in recent years seasonal forecasts have not performed as well as 

expected. This is partly because the global forcing of the region's climate is not as 

strong as in other areas, such as around the Pacific Ocean. It is also partly because 

of a lack of understanding of the underlying causes of climate variability in the region. 

This study attempts a renewed look into the atIIDspheric energy cycle and 

how the large-scale processes cascade down the space- and time-scales to impact 

South African summer rainfall. 
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Specifically, the objectives of the study are to: 

(i) do a thorough analysis of rainfall characteristics at the daily time scale. 

(ii) link these characteristics to various atmospheric states by using multi-variate, 

non-linear analysis techniques that classify daily fields into various scenarios. 

This will provide the basis for identifying key elements of the atmosphere 

system under different circulation IDJdes. 

(iii) apply an analysis of the atIDJspheric energy cycle and evolutionary aspects of 

the general circulation. 

(iv) relate rainfall variability in southern Africa to the general circulation with 

particular attention to the onset and demise of specific rainfall events. 

(v) evaluate the energy cycle of general circulation model simulations to identify 

the utility of these models in providing skilful seasonal forecast information. 
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The dissertation is divided into six chapters. Chapter One introduces the 

need for intra-seasonal forecast products and a better understanding of the forcing 

role of the general circulation on rainfall variability. Chapter Two discusses rainfall 

characteristics and their importance to the seasonal forecasting problem. In Chapter 

Three static associations between the general circulation and seasonal rainfall 

characteristics are explored. Chapter Four continues with the energy cycle, and 

studies the evolutionary aspects related to wet and dry spells. An evaluation of actual 

general circulation model forecasts is done in Chapter Flve, ending with a sunnnary 

and conclusions in Chapter Six. 

Sections of Chapters Two and Three describing rainfall characteristics and 

their relation to the general circulation has been accepted for publication in the 

International Journal of Climatology (Tennant and Hewitson, 2002). The 

evolutionary aspects of the general circulation, from Chapter four, were presented 1 

at the annual conference of the South African Society of Atmospheric Sciences2 in 

Cape Town, 2001 (Tennant, 2001). 

The thesis uses data from the NCEP reanalysis dataset', and rainfall 

observation data from the SA Weather Service database4
• The General Circulation 

Model (GCM) output discussed in Chapter Five was obtained from simulations 

performed for the Department of Arts, Science, Culture and Technology (DACST) 

1 Received the award for the most outstanding presentation 

2 http://www.egs.uct.ac.za/sasas/conference2001/ 

3 http://wesley.wwb.nOBll.gov/reanlysis.html 

4 http://www.weathersa.co.za/climat/bistoric.html 
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sponsored innovative project5 on seasonal forecasting6
• The GCMs used in this 

project include the COLA T30 GCM (Kirtman et al., 1997, Tennant, 1999), run on 

the SA Weather Service Cray-J90 supercomputer, and the Hadley Centre 

atmospheric model HADAM3 (Pope et al., 2000), run at the University of Cape 

Town (UCT) on Dec-Alpha desktop supercomputers. Special thanks go to the 

DACST project team, particularly Mark Tadross, for their support and guidance. 

Finally, I would like to thank Professor Bruce Hewitson for being an endless source 

of inspiration and supply of knowledge and ideas. Most importantly, I would like to 

thank him for his invaluable supervision of this thesis. 

5 http://www.dacst.gov .za/liCience_tcchnology/innovation/innov _home.htm 

6 http://www.di,cst.gov.za/science_technology/innovation/proj23204.htm 
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Chapter One 

Background 

Introduction 

Climate variability in southern Africa places a large burden on vulnerable 

communities whose livelihood is governed by weather conditions. It is estimated that 

the drought associated with the 1982/83 El Niiio event caused damages worldwide 

of approximately US$8.65 billion (Lamb, 1988, p195). Variability in climate is 

manifest through fluctuations in rainfall, which is arguably the meteorological 

phenomenon that has the greatest impact on human activity (Vogel, 2000). However, 

rainfall variability remains one of the most elusive characteristics of the climate 

system to predict. 

Advances in numerical weather prediction models and available computing 

power have resulted in a steady improvement of short-range forecasts since 1950 

(Haltiner and W~. 1975; Kalnay etal., 1998). However, skill of seasonal rainfall 

predictions has lagged somewhat in relation to that of short-range predictions. This 

is largely because the weather prediction problem has been addressed in order of 

increasing complexity. Short-range forecasting deals with atmospheric motions 

dependent on initial conditions while seasonal forecasting is the reverse, where 

atmospheric motion is determined by bwer boundary conditions and is largely 

independent of initial conditions (Pfeffer, 1960, p9). The main barrier to extended-
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range prediction is the fact that the predictability of the instantaneous state of the 

atmosphere is limited to about two weeks (Lorenz, 1963; Palmer, 1993). It was not 

until Shukla ( 1981) showed that time-averaged fields in the ocean-atmosphere system 

are indeed predictable up to a year that research in the field of seasonal rainfall 

forecasting began in earnest (e.g., Barnett and Preisendorfer, 1987; Bamston and 

Ropelewski, 1992; Shukla et al., 2000). 

Any successful prediction technique requires two things. First, knowing the 

characteristics of the predictand, i.e. rainfall in this case. If rainfall and how it varies 

in both space and time are poorly understood the predictions thereof would be 

undoubtedly hampered. Second, the processes that cause rainfall variability must be 

understood. In southern Africa key links between rainfall and various aspects of the 

general circulation are known, but the reasons for these links are less well 

understood. 

The atmospheric general circulation and subsequent weather are primarily 

driven by large-scale energy exchanges (Lorenz, 1955). This study approaches the 

question of possible contributors to climate variability in southern Africa through an 

analysis of static and evolutionary associations between rainfall and the general 

circulation. 

The primary motivation behind the study is to provide insight that will 

ultimately benefit the field of seasonal forecasting. With users of seasonal forecasts 

in mind, the focus of the thesis is on the summer season in the central and northern 

interior regions of South Africa. This is where the greatest concentration of users of 
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long-term forecast information in South Africa are found (:Klapper, 1999). The area 

is characterised by summer rainfall and is where most of the country's grain and 

wheat crops are produced, much of which is exported when agricultural conditions 

are suitable for sufficiently high crop yields. Maize yields, for example, vary between 

seasons from less than 1 metric ton per hectare to more than 4 tons per hectare 

(Levey and Jury, 1996). 

Another region of great importance is the southwestern Cape, a winter rainfall 

area. 1bis region is home to fruit orchards, vineyards and wheat fields, which make 

up a large part of the produce export market. The area is also a premium international 

tourist destination. An analysis of climate variability in this region falls beyond the 

scope of this study, but techniques applied here could be used in future work to 

analyse rainfall variability in the region. 

This chapter introduces the atmospheric data used in this thesis, along with 

various caveats in using the data. This is followed by a description of the fundamental 

aspects of the techniques used to analysis the data. Finally, the hypotheses to be 

tested in this thesis are listed at the end of the chapter. 

NCEP Re-analysis Data 

The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) in association 

with the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) have produced a global 

analysis dataset from 1958 to the present (Kalnay et al., 1996). The major advantage 
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of these analyses is that the data assimilation process is constant throughout the 

period. This provides, for the first time, a relatively homogeneous dataset that may 

be used in analyses, such as in this thesis. The temporal resolution of the data is six.

hourly and the spatial resolution 2.5°in latitude and longitude. Parameters include all 

fields contained in the equations governing at100spheric motion, viz. the gas law, 

thermodynamic, momentum and continuity equations, and various diagnostic fields 

derived from these equations and generated directly by the GCM. 

These data are, unfortunately, not perfect and some concerns, particularly 

relevant to the southern hemisphere, have been documented. The first is an error in 

the placement of the Australian Bureau of Meteorology PAOB surface pressure 

observations for the period 1979 to 1992 over the Southern Ocean•. These were 

shifted by 180° in the analysis. Fortunately, most of the observations were rejected 

by the quality control routines. The adverse effect of the remaining PAOB 

observations produced an error that is most notable in the winter season daily fields 

south of 50° to 60° S. It has been summarized as having doubled the intrinsic 

uncertainty in the daily fields south of 45°S. This study is concerned with summer 

season variables and over an area generally to the north of the affected latitudes, so 

the effect of the error on findings in this study is expected to be minimal. 

Furthermore, the study concentrates on motion-type ( wind) pressure-level data in the 

mid- and upper-troposphere which are affected less by poor surface pressure 

observations. 

1 (see http://wesley.wwb.noaa.gov/paobs/paobs.html) 
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The second, and perhaps more critical, caveat of the re-analysis data involves 

the period of the data, which extends back to 1958. Before the advent of satellite 

observations in 1978, the Southern Hemisphere had a serious lack of upper 

troposphere observations. The main reason for this is that the southern hemisphere 

has for more extensive oceanic areas relative to the northern hemisphere limiting 

ground-based vertical soundings. Consequently, the data assimilation system, prior 

to 1979, had few observations to steer the analyses toward the real atmosphere so the 

analyses generally drifted toward the model climate. 

Once more observation data became available in 1978 the model drift would 

be reduced. However, Marshall and Harangozo (2000) pointed out that the 

introduction of new data into a data sparse area can produce a climate jump, thus 

counteracting the benefit of using a fixed data assimilation scheme. Evidence of this 

can be found by applying a filter to the reanalysis data using an adaptive filter 

technique (Zurben1m et al., 1996), and plotting the variance of discontinuities in the 

filtered data. This is illustrated for a time-series of 300 hPa temperatures averaged 

over the southern hemisphere (Fig 1.1). A distinct jump in this field around the time 

when satellite observations were introduced into the assimilation system is clearly 

apparent. Kistler et al. (2001) give a recent summary and review of the various 

caveats in using the NCEP re-analysis data, with particular reference to the southern 

hemisphere prior to 1979. Following this evidence, the study has been restricted to 

the period from December 1979 onwards. 
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Figure 1.1: Daily series of 300-hPa temperature averaged over the 
southern Hemisphere from the NCEP reanalysis data. The thick white 
curve is the time-filtered values and the grey dashed line the variance 
of discontinuities in the data series. 

Techniques Introduced In this Study 
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Self Organizing Maps (SOM), a technique for reducing the degrees of 

freedom in atmospheric data by forming arch-types, is used extensively as an analysis 

tool in this thesis. A comprehensive explanation and discussion of this technique 

follow. 
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Initially developed by Kohonen (Kohonen, 1995) at the Helsinki University 

of Technology2, SO Ms are now used in a broad range of applications. SO Ms are a 

powerful technique to identify dominant modes within the span of a data set, and 

provides a mechanism for visualizing an array of atmospheric states. The use of this 

technique for atmospheric applications is somewhat in its infancy but examples of 

applications of SOMs to meteorology are documented (e.g. Eckert et al., 1996). In 

other disciplines SOMs have widespread application3 (e.g. automatic speech 

recognition, analysis ofelectrical signals from the brain, and analysis and visualization 

of large collections of statistical data). A review of SOMs and the application to 

synoptic climatology is described in detail by Hewitson and Crane (2002). 

Essentially the SOM seeks to identify a number of nodes within the given data 

space such that the distribution of the nodes represent the observed distribution - thus 

providing a generalisation to few number of archetypes. One could describe the 

process as a non-linear projection of the probability density function of high

dimensional input data onto a two-dimensional array of nodes. The SOM technique 

is different from other cluster techniques in that representative points (nodes) are 

identified effectively spanning the data space. Individual data elements may then be 

associated with a node. In addition, it offers a powerful means of visualising the 

continuum of data space. 

2 http://www.cis.hut.fi/research/som-research/ 

3 http://www.cis.hut.fi/research/som-bibl/ 
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The process begins by initializing the reference vectors of the map using 

random numbers or in an orderly fashion along a two-dimensional subspace spanned 

by the two principal eigenvectors of the input data vectors. Upon investigation, it was 

found that both initialization methods were equally effective. The size of the map is 

subjective and is chosen according to the generalization that is required. Basically, 

number of nodes is analogous to the number of clusters in traditional methodologies. 

Typical sizes range from a rectangular array of 2 by 3 nodes to one of 6 by 8 nodes. 

The next stage consists of a two-phase iterative training process where the 

weight vectors on a node are adjusted toward the training vectors, such that they 

effectively span the variance structure of the data space. In the first phase the 

reference vectors of the map units converge to the dominant variance structure of the 

data. This phase develops the ocoad mapping of the SOM. The second phase then 

develops the finer aspects of the SOM array. 

During the update process a data element is presented and a winning node 

identified by the minimum error between the node vector and data vector. The 

winning node vector is updated maximally and other nodes within the predefined 

radius of update are updated by an amount proportional to the distance away from 

the winning node. The learning rate (a measure of how much a node vector is 

adjusted around each input data sample on each iteration) is taken as the software 

default (0.05) and the radius of update is the smaller of the SOM array dimensions. 

During the second phase the learning rate is smaller and the radius of update covers 

nodes in the immediate vicinity, starting at three. In both phases the learning rate 

decreases to zero and the radius of update to unity. The result of the training stage 
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is a two-dimensional map of nodes whose weight vectors span the continuum of data 

space as represented by the input data. 

In the last stage the trained map is now used for visualization of the input 

data. The program generates a list of coordinates for the best-matching node in the 

map for each sample in the input data and an associated error (measure of distance 

between the node in data space and the data sample). Each node's reference vector 

now represents a particular archetype of the original data, and the node vectors can 

be plotted as an array of maps. The mapping coordinates for each data element may 

be used to calculate frequencies of each archetype and the average error at each node 

used as a measure of the coherence armmd a node. 

A two-dimensional image of the reference vectors (Sammon map) (Sammon, 

1995), where the distances between the node image vectors approximate the 

Euclidean distances in data space, is useful in obtaining an estimate of the spread of 

the SOM across the data space. It is not desirable to have folds in this image as the 

physical interpretation of the SOM would become more complex. If the image is too 

distorted the SOM process may be repeated to obtain a projection of data more 

suited to visualization. Owing to the initialization procedure a trained SOM is not 

reproducible. but results are all equally valid. 

The utility of SOMs is denxmstrated using a step-by-step, practical example, 

applied to monthly-averaged sea-level IX'essure fields around southern Africa. The 

first step is to subjectively choose the number of nodes to represent the range of 

variability in monthly average sea-level pressure fields. In this example, each of the 
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four seasons may be supposed to contain three major monthly mean patterns over the 

course of20 years (duration ofNCEP record used), giving a total of twelve nodes. 

Next, the nodes were initialized and the monthly data over a 20-year period from 

1979 to 1999 applied in the training procedure. The visualization stage followed with 

a mapping of the input data to the SOM nodes. Finally, a visual representation 

(sammon map) of the separation of the nodes in terms of data space was produced 

to ensure that there were no folds in data space and that the array of nodes were 

spread in a satisfactory fashion. 

The SOM, from the example above, is shown in figure 1.2, with the average 

error associated with each node in figure 1.3 and the spread of nodes ( sammon map) 

in figure 1 .4. The SOM distinguishes between cyclonic (right-hand-side) and 

anticyclonic (left-hand-side) circulation over southern Africa, characteristic of 

summer and winter respectively. The centre of the SOM shows a set of bridging 

nodes between these two scenarios, typical of spring and autumn. The sammon map 

(Fig. 1.4) shows that we have a well-designed SOM with a slight elongation along 

the horizontal axis, representing the axis of largest variability. This indicates that the 

difference between summer and winter is greater than the variance within a season. 

The error map (Fig. 1.3) shows how the summer circulation exhibits a lower 

variability than the other seasons. 
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Figure 1.2: A 4x3-node self-organized map of monthly-mean sea
level pressure ('hPa) from January 1979 to De.:ember I 999. 

l<igure 1.3: :?-Dimensional representation of the average error oflhe 
mapping nfmontWy sea-level pressure fields to the various nodes of 
the SOM. Red shading inillc11tes large errors and purple shading small 
emus. 
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Figure 1.4: Sammon map representing lhe distances between the 
SOtvl nodes in data space. 

Summer (DJF) 

Winter (JJA) 

figure 1.5: Frequenc)' of mapping. or monthly-mean sea-level 
pressure fidds to SOJ\-1 nodes during the fo\lr seasons. 
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A further useful aspect of a SOM analysis is to inspect the frequency of each 

node for different subsets of the period used in training the SOM, to determine what 

patterns are more prevalent under those circumstances. For example, the summer 

months map clearly to the right-hand-side of the SOM, winter to the left, spring to 

the centre and autumn, with a bi-modal tendency, towards the bottom-left and upper

right (Fig. 1.5). This technique will be applied to identify the types of circulation 

associated with seasons of different rainfall characteristics. 

Hypotheses 

The hypotheses to be tested in this thesis are: 

(i) that to understand seasonal rainfall one needs to evaluate the su~seasonal 

characteristics in addition to season rainfall total, 

(ii) that concepts of wet and dry seasons need to be carefully defined within the 

context of the observed rainfall variability, 

(iii) that seasons where rainfall characteristics deviate significantly from normal 

will be associated with altered frequencies of daily circulation states, 

(iv) that the onset of and breaks in rainfall during the summer season in southern 

Africa are usually triggered by mid-latitude and/or tropical disturbances, 

(v) that GCMs are effective in capturing intra-seasonal variability. 
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Chapter Two 

Intra-Seasonal Rainfall Characteristics 

Introduction 

Predictability studies and forecast model development efforts have extensively 

sought links between large-scale phenomena, such as El Nino/Southern Oscillation 

(ENSO), and seasonal total rainfall anomalies in various regions, with South Africa 

prominent on this list (e.g., Lindesay et al., 1986; Jury et al., 1994; Mason, 1995; 

Mason, 1998; Jury et al., 1999; Landman et al., 2001). However, work to improve 

the understanding of the nature and characteristics of rainfall on an intra-seasonal 

time-scale, particularly down to daily scale, is lacking. 

Notwithstanding, a number of studies have investigated intra-seasonal 

convective variability (Levey and Jury, 1996; Jury, 1999), monthly average rainfall 

patterns (Harrison, 1984a, 1984b; Taljaard, 1986) and characteristics of specific 

events (Lindesay and Jury, 1991). Recently, Todd and Washington (1999) have 

provided valuable insight into daily rainfall variability over southern Africa using 

satellite products. Their focus was on tropical temperature trough events during the 

austral summer. However, rainfall variability, particularly in the sub-tropics, is such 

that seasons with similar rainfall totals can have quite diverse rainfall characteristics. 

General circulation patterns and teleconnections associated with wet and dry seasons 

in South Africa are well documented (Mason and Tyson, 1992; D' Abreton and 
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Lindesay, 1993; D'Abreton and Tyson, 1995; Jury et al., 1996; Mason and Jury, 

1997; Tyson and Preston-Whyte, 2000, pp 328-335) but in order to probe more 

deeply into the mechanisms behind these inter- and intra-seasonal variations a closer 

look at rainfall characteristics becomes necessary. 

Additionally, a study of rainfall characteristics will provide insight into rainfall 

variability and help improve the range of seasonal forecast products that can be made 

available. Surveys show that users of forecast information are not only concerned 

with rainfall totals for the season but would benefit from more detail in forecasts 

(Sonka et al., 1992), particularly the spread of rainfall over time and space (Vogel, 

2000). Levey and Jury ( 1996) also noted the importance of the temporal distribution 

and nature of wet and dry spells to agriculture in South Africa. Runoff of 

precipitation is important in the field of hydrology and this is dependent on a number 

of rainfall characteristics, viz. amount, intensity, concentration of rainfall season and 

persistence ofrain-days (Schulze, 1997). The best way to provide this information 

is by doing an in depth analysis of rainfall to understand more clearly what one is 

trying to forecast. 

The objectives of this chapter are to perform an analysis of daily rainfall 

characteristics within the summer season and to show that such an analysis is 

necessary when seeking a physical meaning for the cause of rainfall variability. 
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Data and Methodologies 

Atmospheric modes 

Before calculating and analysing rainfall characteristics it is necessary to determine 

which roonths should be used in the analysis. As the focus of the study is on the 

summer rainfall in the central and northeastern interior of South Africa those months 

where the atm:>spheric circulation falls into a particular seasonal m:>de are sought. 

A useful way of determining this is to classify daily low-level circulation into a Self

Organizing Map (SOM) and study the frequencies of the various arch-typical states 

(nodes) month by month. The SOM technique is discussed in detail in Chapter One. 

A 7x5-node SOM of twice-daily (OOZ and 122) instantaneous 925 hPa 

geopotential heights from 1979 to 1999 was created (Fig. 2.la) using NCEP 

reanalysis data. A relatively large SOM, analogous in effect to clustering to 35 cluster 

groups. was chosen to capture the high level of variability in daily fields. This is 

comparable to synoptic classification studies in the literature ( e.g. Y amal. 1993 ). The 

925 hPa level was chosen as a compromise between sea-level pressure and 850 hPa 

heights so that patterns over the oceans remain predominantly characteristic of the 

marine boundary layer, while over land they are nearer the surface of the inland 

plateau of southern Africa. The plateau varies from 1000 min the west to 2000 min 

the east and sub-surface parameters such as sea-level pressure are subject to errors 

of extrapolation. The fewer number of 925 hPa height points over land, relative to 

1000 hPa heights, that are affected by extrapolation should have a reduced impact on 

the pattern of the nodes in the SOM. 
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Figure 2. la: a) Self-organizing-map (SOM) of daily925 I\Pa heights 
from 1979 10 1999 (Topr, b) Two-dimensional ponrayal of the 
distances between 1he SOM nodes {BottomJ. 
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The 35 nodes in the SOM allow for a large number of distinct circulations, 

however, it must be remembered that the technique is primarily aimed at spanning the 

continuum of data space, or a low-dimensional representation, rather than trying to 

cluster groups. Figure 2. lb provides a 2-dimensionalrepresentation of the inter-node 

distances across the N-dimensional data space, showing how the SOM has 

concentrated nodes in some regions of data space to capture variance structures. 

These nodes are not equidistant from each other in data space, as their relative 

distance from one another is still in terms of data space dimensionality, but the figure 

dermnstrates the continuum nature of the SOM nodes. Thus, the frequency of 

synoptic events associated with the archetype represented by a node may be 

determined, and contoured across the node surface (bearing in mind the contour map 

would have the distortion of figure 2.1 b underlying it). 

The percentage of observations that mapped to each node during the months 

of October to March from 1979 to 1999 is shown in figure 2.2. It is clear that from 

December to February a particular type of circulation, located in the left-hand side 

of the SOM, is dominant. In December there is a residual of systems found 

predominantly in spring but these disappear from January. From March there is a 

bifurcation of the type of systems prevalent and again the rainfall can be attributed 

to systems of different origin and characteristics. To obtain a clear link between 

weather systems and rainfall characteristics it is best to consider the data for the 

period from December to February (DJF) when circulation around South Africa has 

the highest level of homogeneity. 
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F'igur(' 2.2: Frequency occurrence ofcach node of the SOM in figure 
2. 1 for specified months. 
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Rainfall regions 

Rainfall is measured in a number of ways. The most common is using a rain

gauge which measures the accumulated rain that falls at a particular point. These 

instruments provide readings accurate to 0.1 mm, usually accumulated over 24 hours. 

The South African Weather Service maintains a rain-gauge network that has included 

up to 4000 stations during the 1980's. Currently the number is much less, but a set 

of 510 stations that have a continuous record for more than 60 years has been 

identified and daily data extracted from 1936 to 1999. The locations of these stations 

are shown in figure 2.3. There is a fairly even spread of rainfall stations across the 

country except in the arid northern parts of the Northern Cape Province bordering 

Namibia, and the Lowveld region in the extreme northeastern parts of the country. 

The focus of this study is on the central and northern interior regions of South Africa 

where rainfall station density is satisfactory. Thus, sparsity of station data will not 

have any undue adverse effects on results found here. 

Other ways of measuring rainfall include the use of satellite (Huffman et al., 

1997) and radar (Doviak, 1983). These methods provide high-resolution data in both 

time and space. However, such data are only available for limited areas (in the case 

of radar data) and for a relatively short period of time (1970s onwards) and are 

unsuitable for this study which requires a longer period of data to accurately 

determine observed rainfall characteristics. 
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Botswana 

Namibia 

Figure 2.3: Locations of South African rainfall stations with a 
continuous daily record from 1936 to 1999. 

Station rainfall data are only representative of some area of variable size and 

shape surrounding the rain gauge (Huffman et al., 1997). Such point measurements 

of a spatially variable parameter can be highly erratic relative to the rest of the area, 

and be a poor representation of the effect of the large-scale processes. This is 

particularly true of daily data. To overcome this problem, station data are combined 

into regions. Other studies have combined station data by creating gridded datasets 

( e.g. Xie and Arkin, 1996). However, for the purposes of this study where an analysis 

of rainfall characteristics are sought it is more useful to cluster the rainfall stations 

into near-homogeneous rainfall regions based on occurrence of rainfall events. In 

other words, stations that receive rain under similar synoptic weather conditions are 
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placed in the same region. A similar approach has been adopted by others in the field 

of seasonal forecasting in southern Africa. (Mason, 1998; Landman and Mason, 

1999a). The main difference in the technique used in this study is that the clustering 

was done on daily rainfall data as opposed to monthly-total data. This is done to 

better capture the higher-order intra-seasonal variations in rainfall so that individual 

synoptic situations play a greater role in the clustering process rather than the average 

circulation for the whole season. Todd and Washington (1999) also noted the 

importance of a fine temporal resolution in rainfall data to capture associations 

between specific synoptic conditions and atmospheric circulation anomalies. 

There are unavoidable gaps in the daily records of some of the 510 rainfall 

stations. These were filled using data from neighbouring stations that have the highest 

correlation to the station with missing data. The substitute rainfall amounts were 

multiplied by the ratio of the variance of the daily rainfall of the two stations. In this 

way the adjusted station retained its original climatological variance. 

This study is concerned with disaggregating rainfall patterns in the summer 

rainfall area. First, those rainfall stations where the wettest month did not fall in the 

period from November to March were excluded, leaving 453 stations. These 

remaining stations were submitted to hierarchical clustering using Ward's method 

(Ward, 1963). The distance matrix was calculated using Euclidean distances. Ward's 

clustering method was chosen because it minimizes the within-group variance at each 

stage of merging and is based on optimizing an objective statistic. The method is 

widely used and performed best among the hierarchical methods reviewed by Gong 

and Richman ( 1995). The clustering tree (Fig 2.4) shows a clear distinction between 
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two major groups. The cluster on the left in the tree corresponds to stations in the 

western interior. These lie outside the area of interest, as described earlier, and were 

next to be eliminated from the list. The final data-set of summer rainfall stations, 

totalling 276, were then submitted to a separate cluster analysis (Fig 2.5). These data 

form four regions with a clear distinction between the coastal areas of the Eastern 

Cape and Kwazulu-Natal Provinces and the interior regions (Fig 2.6). There is also 

a sharp contrast between the central interior and the northeastern interior. This 

contrast will become more evident later. 
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1 •> Lowveld 

2 •> Northeosblm Interior 

3 • > Central Interior 

4 • > Eo1t Coo1t 

• • • • • • •• Secondary r1119lon11 

Figure 2.6: Homogeneous rainfall regions determined by cluster 
analysis of daily rainfall from 276 rainfall stations from 1936 to 1999. 
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Rainfall characteristics 

The next step involves creating season rainfall characteristics for each region. 

The characteristics to be calculated were chosen to reflect common needs from users 

of seasonal forecasts. Specifically, nine characteristics for each season are used: 

• Region-average seasonal rainfall total 

• Region-average of station rain-days exceeding 1 mm and 20 mm 

• Region-average of length of period between station rain-days of 1 mm and 

20 mm (dry spells) 

• Region-average of length of consecutive station rain-days exceeding 1 mm 

and 20 mm (wet spells) 

• Correlation of daily rainfall between stations within each region 

• Variance of station seasonal total anomalies within each region. 

The figures of 1 mm and 20 mm were subjectively chosen to represent a 

measurable quantity of rain and a significant amount of rain, respectively. Regional 

values were calculated from a weighted mean of all station values in the region. The 

weights were determined from the cross-correlation matrix of the stations by finding 

the average correlation of each station, in tum, with all the other stations in the 

region. This process gives less weight to outlier stations and more weight to stations 

with similar trends, nudging the regional value towards a centroid value. 

Station dry spell lengths are calculated as follows: Each day in the season is 

designated as wet or dry, using the thresholds of 1 mm and 20 mm respectively. Each 
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series of dry days is given a number equal to the length of the series. For example, 

three dry days in a row will each be assigned the number three. Wet days are given 

the value of zero. The sum of the values given to each day in the season is divided by 

the number of dry days to produce the seasonal average dry spell length. This process 

gives more weight to longer spells. However, it is justified in that the cumulative 

effect of a long dry spell and short dry spell is not equivalent to two equal length dry 

spells that have the same cumulative numerical value. When a dry spell straddles the 

season boundary only those days which fall in the season of interest are used in the 

calculation. Regional dry spells were determined from the station values in the same 

way as the rainfall totals. Dry spells are particularly crucial to agriculture as crops 

may be destroyed by a hot, dry period despite the seasonal total being favourable. 

Wet spell lengths are calculated in the same manner as dry spell lengths. Wet spells 

reflect different atmospheric modes compared to the number of rain-days, in that 

persistence of a rain-producing weather system is shown. 

The eighth rainfall characteristic is the correlation of daily rainfall between 

stations in a region. First, the correlation of a time-series of daily rainfall between 

each station and all the other stations in the region is calculated, forming a cross

correlation matrix. This is done for the DJF portion of each year, in tum, over the 63-

year period. The average of each correlation matrix produces a regional figure for 

each year which is used to determine inter-annual variability. This characteristic 

distinguishes between seasons where rain-bearing systems oflarge spatial extent (high 

figure) are predominant and those where rainfall consists mainly oflocalized showers 

(low figure). 
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The final characteristic is the variance of station seasonal total rainfall 

anomalies within a region. Station total rainfall for the DJF season of each year is first 

standardised over the full 63-year period. In this way dry seasons at a station will 

have a negative value and wet seasons a positive value. The variance of the 

standardised station values within a region is calculated for each year. Low values 

occur when stations throughout the region record a similar anomaly, e.g. all dry or 

all wet. If known a priori, this may provide a confidence indicator that can be 

attached to a forecast based on what proportion of the forecast area will likely 

experience the category that is forecast. The reliability of post-mortem verification 

may also be assessed using this characteristic, as station choice can significantly alter 

the outcome of the verification. 

Discussion 

In order to classify rainfall data into categories of magnitude and determine 

what could be considered normal, the time series of data for each rainfall 

characteristic are ranked by magnitude. One of the first striking features is that the 

rank ordered data for many of the rainfall characteristics form a s-shaped curve with 

a slow roonotonic increase across the central portion and tails with increasing 

gradient toward the outer extremes. This is most evident for the seasonal total (thick 

solid line) (Fig. 2.7) and number ofrain-days exceeding 1 mm (thick solid line) (Fig. 

2.8) for the northeastern interior (Region 2). The nonlinear pattern in the sorted data 

suggests that an arbitrary definition of normal, without first studying the rainfall 

characteristics of a region, would not be suitable. Normal in this sense is used to 
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indicate a range of rainfall characteristics that do not deviate significantly from the 

average or median. The normal range is usually broad enough to include at least a 

third of all outcomes. In the case of Region 2, it appears that the normal category is 

broader than this and tends towards incorporating the central three quintiles. 

Often seasonal forecasting methods are developed for predicting rainfall in 

equiprobable categories (e.g. Mason, 1998; Landman et al., 2001). The popular 

tercile approach (three categories) is applied operationally by the Southern African 

Regional Climate Outlook Forum (SARCOF), and other fora, where consolidated 

seasonal rainfall and temperature forecasts are compiled using input from National 

Meteorological Services (NMS) and climate forecasters and is reviewed by Vogel 

(2000). In the tercile approach the assumption is made that normal conditions are 

expected about a third of the time and each category has an equal probability of being 

observed in any given year. However, figure 2.7 suggests that defining the normal 

category in this approach, results in a rather arbitrary separation of the rainfall data. 

Preferably, the process of defining rainfall categories should be optimized so that the 

relationship between rainfall and atmospheric circulation becomes clearer. In this way 

greater physical meaning can be inferred from the analysis about the cause of rainfall 

variability. 
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In order to test the hypothesis that the central three quintiles best categoriz.e 

the sorted rainfall data into dry, normal and wet, a number of aspects are 

investigated. The first is to inspect the range of the DJF seasonal rainfall total for the 

different categories. In the Central Interior (Region 3), the regional average seasonal 

total has varied between 134 mm and 446 mm over the 63-year period from 1936 to 

1999 (Fig. 2.7). The variation across the middle three quintiles is from 206 mm to 

317 mm (35% of the total variation) while the middle tercile ranges from 230 mm to 

300 mm (22% of the total variation). For this region and season the middle three 

quintiles correspond more closely to a third of the variation than the middle tercile 

does. In the more humid region to the north (Region 2) a similar pattern emerges. 

Seasonal rainfall totals have varied from 209 mm to 584 mm over the same 63 years. 

The middle tercile accounts for 18% of this variation and the middle three quintiles 

account for 32% of the variation. 

A more robust method to test the hypothesis is to do an analysis of the 

discontinuities in the sorted data by using an adaptive filter technique (Zurbenko et 

al., 1996). This technique has the advantage of being less affected by trend, such as 

seen in the sorted data. Clearly the largest discontinuities occur ahoost exclusively in 

the outer quintiles (dashed line) (Fig. 2.7, Fig. 2.8). The significance of these 

measures of discontinuity has been testing using a Monte Carlo method. A series of 

random data, within the same range for each parrureter, was generated 10 000 times. 

A random linear distribution was chosen to simulate an expected linear curve. 

Discontinuities in the generated data were compared to those in the real sorted data 

to determine the significance of the observed steps. Discontinuities greater than the 

90th percentile were found exclusively in the outer quintiles of both regions for 
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seasonal rainfall totals and the number of rain-days exceeding 1 mm. Furthermore, 

discontinuities across the central tercile and the middle three quintiles are constrained 

mostly below the 20th percentile. 

This provides evidence needed to support the hypothesis of defining normal 

as events within the central three quintiles. The hypothesis is not necessarily true of 

other regions but a similar methodology, as the one above, could be used to identify 

the relevant separation of rainfall data for those regions. This approach should 

provide a more objective way of separating those years where the seasonal rainfall 

total has a significant deviation from normal. Identification of matching deviations in 

the ocean-atmosphere circulation system should follow more easily. Such an 

approach was suggested by Harrison (1983) in a study on the variations of South 

African rainfall. 

Seasonal rainfall totals only form a part of the analysis of rainfall 

characteristics. In order to broaden the analysis each rainfall characteristic is stratified 

according to the other characteristics to investigate the relationship between the 

various rainfall characteristics. This is done by rank ordering each rainfall 

characteristic, noting the sequence of years, and sorting other characteristics in this 

order. If two characteristics are perfectly matched, the sequence of years will be 

identical. A perfect mismatch would reverse the sequence of years. 

In order to quantify the level of agreement a score has been developed. The 

sorted data for each rainfall characteristic is first standardized and then the mean 

absolute difference between the sorted data and each stratification is calculated and 
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scaled between -1 and 1 (Table 1 and Table 2). Unity represents a perfect match and 

-1 a total reverse of the sequence of years. Values near zero indicate little or no 

relationship between the characteristics. The asymmetry in the matrix is a result of 

differences in the distribution patterns of each characteristic. The score when 

stratifying characteristic a according to characteristic b would be similar but not 

necessarily identical to the score when stratifying characteristic b according to a. 

Generally the trend emerges where wetter seasons have more rain-days, 

shorter dry spells and longer wet spells. However, spread of rainfall across a region, 

both on a daily basis and as a station season total, bears little relationship to the 

region season total. This is because the spread of rainfall may be fairly uniform under 

both wet and dry conditions. Among the characteristics the closest relationship exists 

between seasonal rainfall total and the number of rain-days exceeding 20 mm. An 

increased number of rain-days exceeding 1 mm, i.e. all rain-days, are also 

characteristic of a wet season but to a lesser degree. This suggests that wet seasons 

are made up predominantly of heavier rainfall events rather than numerous light rain 

events. Harrison ( 1983) confirmed previous findings that rainfall in the area covered 

by Region 3 increases with both increasing numbers of rain-days and increasing rain 

per day. 
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Table 2.1: Mean absolute difference between each sorted characteristic and that characteristic 
stratified according to each other characteristic scaled from -1 to + l for Region 2. 

Table 2.2: Mean absolute difference between each sorted characteristic and that characteristic 
stratified accord1ing to each other characteristic scaled from -1 to + 1 for 3. 



An interesting comparison can be drawn between the northeastern interior 

(Region 2) and the drier central interior (Region 3). The latter region is less affected 

by tropical air rnasses and associated weather systems. Wet seasons in Region 3 are 

more closely tied to an increase in the number of rain-days than in Region 2 (Table 

2.1 & 2.2). Furthermore. the amount of rain-days exceeding 1 mm correspond more 

to the number of rain-days exceeding 20 mm in Region 3 than in Region 2. Whereas, 

the length of wet spells of at least 1 mm a day are slightly more important as a 

characteristic of a wet season in Region 2. 'These all suggest that rainfall in the drier 

region is heavier in nature. shorter-lived and that an increase in the number ofrainfall 

events is more critical for a wet season in this region. The length of dry spells only 

shows a limited relationship to seasonal rainfall totals and number of rain-days. 

There are several exrunples of wet seasons with abnonnally long dry spells 

and also seasons with a high number of rain-days exceeding 20 mm with long dry 

spells. In 197 4 Region 3 experienced the 1 Odl wettest season (349 .2 mm) but was the 

16m driest in terms of length of dry spells ( 12.13 days) between rain-days of 1 mm 

During 1971 the regional average for rain-days greater than 20 mm. of 6.075 days, 

was the 6e1i wettest out of 63 but the length of dry spells on average 11.96 days was 

the 17e1i driest. Variability of rainfall is thus not indicative of how wet a season is and 

conversely a wet season does not necessarily imply suitable rainfall conditions for 

agriculture. An extreme example of this is when most of the season's rain falls in one 

short-lived event. Dry spell lengths between 1 mm and 20 mm events aJso correlate 

poorly with each other, particularly in Region 2. The same is found with wet spell 

lengths of 1 mm and 20 mm This provides evidence that light rainfall events for the 

region as a whole are not a good measure of heavy rainfall events. A low value for 
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daily rainfall in the region can also be a result of a poor spread of rainfall among the 

stations and does not necessarily imply that falls are light locally. In Region 2 there 

is ahnost a zero correlation between the number of rain-days exceeding 1 mm and 

daily station rainfall agreement across the region. These findings can be interpreted 

to mean that periods when thunderstorms are forced locally by convection are 

independent to times of organized rain-bearing systems that are forced by the large

scale circulation. 

From this discussion it becomes clear that rainfall in the central interior of 

South Africa (Region 3) is governed to large degree by organized synoptic-scale 

weather systems which produce more uniformly-spread, heavier rainfall events with 

a median occurrence of about 21 days per season. Generally, the more these events 

occur the wetter the season. This is consistent with earlier work by Harrison ( 1984b) 

where cloud bands were found to be major individual contributors to the annual 

rainfall in the central parts of South Africa. Such cloud bands, common to South 

Africa (Tyson and Preston-Whyte, 2000, pp212-217) and Australia(Nicholls, 1977; 

Kuhnel, 1990) are understood to link tropical and temperate disturbances while 

transporting moisture and momentum towards the pole. When studying the link 

between rainfall in this region and the general circulation it is best to pay closer 

attention to transient rain-producing systems. 

The northeastern interior of South Africa (Region 2) has a less definite link 

to transient rainfall systems. Here local forcing appears to play a crucial role and a 

larger proportion of the seasonal rainfall can be attributed to situations where 

conditions are marginally favourable for localized development of convective rainfall. 
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Kelbe et al. (1983) noted the importance of topographical features and diurnal wind 

circulations in initiating deep convection. In regions such as this it becomes important 

to further separate the circulation classification to include mechanisms that might 

suppress rainfall. These can include large-scale phenomena such as Hadley cells and 

the proximity of the inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ). The greater disparity 

between station rainfall in this region is a factor to consider when searching for 

explanations of rainfall variability based on large-scale synoptic circulation. 

Conclusions drawn from pure season rainfall totals about global forcing may be 

contaminated by aspects of local forcing. The problem may be alleviated by first 

making a careful study of various other characteristics of the season's rainfall. 

Cycles and trends in rainfall data, as such, have limited value in seasonal 

forecasting, but are useful for determining potential areas for further research into 

characteristics of rainfall. At a first glance there is a definite drying trend in the 

rainfall of northeastern South Africa during summer (Fig. 2.9). The regional average 

has dropped over 30 mm for the DJF season from 1936 to 1998. Rain-days have 

decreased by four from 27 .5 days per season while dry spells have increased in length 

from 7 .8 to 9. 7 days. There is also a reduction in correlation between station rainfall 

on a daily basis indicating an increase in spatial variability. The trend in the seasonal 

total needs to be taken into account especially when working with only a subset of 

this period such as when training a statistical forecast model using rainfall as the 

predictand. The Central Interior does not have such a strong trend in the seasonal 

total. However, there is a lengthening of dry spells by about a day to 11.5 days (Fig. 

2.10). The five-year running mean shows an 18-year cycle that is in close agreement 

with that described by Tyson and Preston-Whyte (2000, p 113). A qualitative 
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inspection of a spectral analysis of daily rainfall from 1936 to 1999 reveals peaks at 

18 years, 10 years, 3.5 years and 2 years for the northeastern interior (Fig. 2.11). The 

highest peak is naturally at one year and a relatively short-range peak at 21 days. This 

seems to correspond to the 20-35 day oscillation in convection over southern Africa 

documented by Levey and Jury (1996). Similar peaks are found for the central 

interior but the period from 7 to 11 years appears as a broad region of increased 

frequency. The largest peaks in the sub-year range appear in the 6-25 day range 

which are used in Chapter Four as a basis for bandpass filtering in order to examine 

fluctuations in the general circulation with the goal of improving our understanding 

of the controls of weather and climate. 
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Figure 2.9: Trend of rainfall characteristics for the N ortheastem 
Interior (Region 2) with 5-year running mean. 
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Figure 2.10: Trend of rainfall characteristics for the Central Interior 
(Region 3) with 5-year running mean. 
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Spectral an1lysl1 of Dally Rainfall 
Region 2 (Northe1111ern Interior) 
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Figure 2.11: Spectral analysis of daily rainfall over 63 years from 
1936 to 1999 for the Northeastern Interior (Region 2) 1 to 350 days 
(top) and 1 to 20 years (bottom). 
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Summary 

The chapter has laid out a basis for delineating the summer rainfall season, 

and how daily station rainfall data is processed into regional data. Nine different 

seasonal characteristics have been calculated in order to better understand rainfall and 

its variability over the summer rainfall areas of South Africa. The change in the 

climate and synoptic forcing between the central and northeastern parts of the 

country is evident when comparing the rainfall characteristics of the two regions. It 

has also become apparent that defining a nonnal category requires careful attention, 

especially when attempting to link rainfall variability to the general circulation. In this 

application it was found that the middle three quintiles best describe normal for the 

rainfall regiom discussed. Boundaries of this category coincide with discontinuities 

in sorted rainfall characteristics and statistics of the daily states, such that operational 

seasonal forecasts may include information about various seasonal rainfall 

characteristics. 
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Chapter Three 

Static Associations between Rainfall and the General Circulation 

Introduction 

Relationships between synoptic scale atmospheric features and a relatively 

local scale response have a long history, and have become semi-formalised under the 

term "synoptic Climatology". Starting from Lamb's (1950) weather types, the 

rrethodological approach has become well developed, and is comprehensively 

reviewed by Yarnel (1993). 

Analysis of atmospheric data containing a large number of variables 

commonly requires reducing or grouping the data into a smaller set of new variables 

that still represent the original data. Many useful techniques exist to do this. Foremost 

amongst these applied to atmospheric data are Empirical Orthogonal Functions 

(EOFs). Introduced in the 1950s (e.g. Lorenz, 1956; Kutzbach, 1967), EOFs have 

becorre popular in the atmospheric sciences. A review of the early work and the 

physical interpretation of EOFs is given in North (1984) and Richman (1986). 

Practically, when dealing with empirical meteorological data the concept ofEOFs is 

the same as Principal Component Analysis and eigenvectors of a covariance matrix 

(Rinne and Kamila, 1979). 
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Classification of synoptic or circulation types has also being done in numerous 

studies since the l 950s. For example, Streten and Pike ( 1980) used circulation indices 

to study monthly patterns of southern hemisphere surface circulation during the First 

Global Atmospheric Research Programme (GARP) Global Experiment (December 

1978 to November 1979). Huth (2001) used the classification of circulation patterns 

to study trends in climatic elements over Europe. More recently, artificial neural 

networks have also emerged as a powerful :method in data analysis. Initially applied 

to other disciplines, its popularity in climatology has escalated (Hewitson and Crane, 

1996). 

The previous chapter highlighted the importance of rainfall characteristics, in 

addition to the simple season total rainfall, when studying the relationship between 

rainfall and the larger-scale circulation. The complex non-linear interaction between 

the various scales of motion and various meteorological parameters, such as 

temperature and moisture, make the detection and understanding of the controls of 

rainfall a non-trivial task. For this reason it is felt that the Self Organizing Maps 

(SOMs) m::thod (Hewitson and Crane, 2002) is ideal for determining independent 

modes ( or archetypes) within daily meteorological data. SOMs have the advantage 

over other techniques in forming nodes that closely resemble reality while spanning 

the full continuum of data space. One of the greatest assets of SOMs is the powerful 

means it offers in visualization of data. The method was introduced and discussed in 

Chapter One. 

The objective of this chapter is to link identified modes within the atmospheric 

circulation, at a daily scale, to rainfall characteristics. Emphasis is placed on seasons 
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of marked rainfall deviation from normal. SOMs of various meteorological 

parameters including distribution of moisture, vertical temperature profiles and 

transport of heat, moisture and momentum, relevant to southern Africa rainfall are 

calculated and analysed. These are tied together with a discussion of seasonal-mean 

composites of the same. 

Data and Methodology 

The availability of the 6-hourly NCEP reanalysis data essentially provides a 

mammoth list of parameters and combinations thereof that can be input to the SOM 

analysis. However, the selected parameters must represent the concepts of 

atmospheric state and tramport in an objective way. In this study the distribution of 

rooisture, in the form of relative humidity and precipitable water, and vertical stability 

are used to represent atmospheric state. Vertically integrated transport of moisture, 

momentum, and heat is also considered. 

The Hebnholtz theorem states that the horizontal wind vector V can be split 

into non-divergent and irrotational components (Shukla and Saha, 1974) as follows: 

(3.1) 

With the vertical component of the relative vorticity ~ and horizontal divergence D 

calculated from the reanalysis data, the stream function 'I' and velocity potential x are 

obtained by solving the Poisson-type equations: 
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(3.2) 

An advantage of the stream-function and velocity potential is that the same weight 

is given to perturbations in the wind fields and kinetic energy at any latitude (Kidson, 

1999), whereas geopotential heights will be biased towards the mid-latitudes where 

gradients are an order greater. The stream-function may also be defined in the vertical 

plane to depict large-scale meridional circulations as a function of latitude ( rp) and 

height (p). In this case it is defined as: 

2 na cos ( q,) JP' [-] 
'P(<p,p)=--- V dp 

g p 

(3.3) 

where (';] is the zonal average of the seasonal-mean meridional wind and p1 

surface pressure. 

Vertical levels used are the boundary layer (rp = 0.995) and above-ground 

pressure levels at 1000, 925, 850, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 200, 150 and 100 hPa. 

Calculations involving moisture are only done up to 300 hPa. Vertical integrals are 

calculated in the pressure coordinate system using the trapezoidal method (Ellis and 

Gulick, 1986), 

1 pt 

X1NT: - J X dp 
g p, 

(3.4) 

where X is any scalar variable, p the pressure, p, 100 hPa and p8 surface pressure. 
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Horizontal transport of moisture, integrated vertically over two layers viz. 

surface to 700 hPa (low level) and 700 hPa to 300 hPa (upper level), and moist static 

energy (MSE), integrated vertically from the surface to 100 hPa, are calculated using: 

Qu,v = g•I f q ,V dp 

Mu,v = g·l fMSE ,V dp 

MSE = (gZ + cPT) + Lq 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

where q is specific humidity, MSE is moist static energy, Z geopotential 

height, g the gravitational acceleration, T the air temperature, L latent heat of 

condensation, cP specific heat of dry air at constant pressure and V the horizontal 

vector wind. MSE is the sum of enthalpy (sensible heat), potential energy and latent 

energy and has been used in several studies on atmospheric energy transport (e.g. 

Masuda, 1988; Kann et al., 1994). The first two terms on the right-hand side of (3.7) 

form the dry static energy and the third term the latent heat energy. 

The reanalysis data have been interpolated from the model sigma levels to 

pressure levels ( except the surface layer at sigma=0.995). In the flux calculations this 

can introduce an artificial mass divergence across the latitude circles (Trenberth, 

1991). It is corrected at each time-step by subtracting the divergent component of the 

vertically integrated wind from the horizontal wind at each level. The same correction 

method was used by Masuda (1988). Trenberth (1991) suggests using the same 

method but only for vertically integrated mass flux calculations and not for level

specific calculations. 
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The vertically integrated mean flow V m is defined by: 

Vm = 
l 

Pt 

f Vdp 
p, . pt p, 

(3.8) 

where V is the vector wind, p the pressure, p, lO0hPa and p, surface 

pressure. Following from this definition the wind components at any level can be 

written as: 

u =Um+ U"; V = V m + V" (3.9) 

where the double prime denotes the deviation from the vertical mean at each 

level. The vertically integrated kinetic energy of the mean and shear portions of the 

horizontal wind are defined as: 

K_ = 0.5xg·1 f vm • vm dp 

K.ar = O.Sxg·1 JV"• V" dp 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

Where the discussion refers to wet and dry seasons in general, such seasons 

are defined in Table 3.1. In all cases the seasonal total rainfall for the region lies in 

the relevant outermost quintile ( 1 for dry and 5 for wet). Other rainfall characteristics 

including the number of rain days > 1mm and length of period between rain days > 

1mm also lie in the outer quintiles in Region 3. In Region 2 some of these lie in the 

adjacent quintile, but never with a greater separation. 
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Tubk 3. i Selci;tit•n ufWtt (~'lludt l!Uttl/ lliHl Dry DJF s"usuus (tltarl •ntl uss01.i1~L'11\1.UJ1UJ0 
value.$ nf:-ci,~nu.a:1 rninlltJl wrnkut1.mtx.1rof min duys c,x,ccOOi.J~ I mui and lbol_!W uf pcriui.l 
bctwc.c,n 1 mr,a r:Jfo du)-~, Hlrh~t quintile= 5 twd lowc..1a-= 1. 

I Reeion 2 11 Region 3 I 
\'eiir Tutal Rai.n Dry I \-'~r Total Rniu Dr~• 

Dnvs r,•rlod o~~s l',;riod 

i<n?/110 5 s I 11/SOiSl 5 ; I 

l9ROIRI 5 $ I 11)88/1!9 5 ; l 

[990/91 5 4 2 W93N~ 5 5 1 

19,9.:</96 5 s , 199S"/Ylf 5 5 i 

1981/!;2 1 2 ~ 1982183 1 I s 

1982/83 1 I 5 191!.'11114 1 I s 

1991192 1 2 5 l.!l9J /92 1 1 5 

1992193 1 I s Hl92/!l3 1 l 5 

1994195 J I 4 1!1941115 1 l 5 

Distribution of Moisture 

RcJmlvc lmmldlty is a variable closely 1icd to ralnfall bocausc it i, a function 

of botl1 w~c.:-1 Vapour content ,1nd wmpcmture of chc .air. le is an indicator tJ.I 

com.lensalion, wl')ich u8ually lead$ tu precip1taliou, Summer rninfaU ove1 1hc 

norrheMcem imc1iorofSouth Africa is rnoSLJy a r~sl.lll of conden~ationthrough deep 

convecrinu ( H arri~on, 1984u;TaJjaan.l, l 986 J. In order tu analy~e thi, convection (he 

verticall: m~egr,ued mean of relative humidity from the ~wfa;;e lo JOO hPa wa., 

calculaLcd al l 2Z for December to February t OJF) fro.m l 979 to J 999 Data for OOZ 

WRS ornined LO prevent the strong diurnal cyde (ll'esent iu r'o::lalive humidity from 
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influencing the analysis. Owing to the highly variable nature of relative humidity a 

relatively large SOM of 5 x 4 nodes was created using the humidity data. The area 

chosen covers continental southern Africa from 10°S to 40°S. This latitude range 

includes synoptic weather syste~ of both tropical and mid-latitude origin. The 

longitudinal coverage is from 1 OOE to 50°E to encompass processes in the oceans 

around the sub-continent. 

The SOM (Fig. 3.1) captures various positions and intensities of the well

documented tropical-extratropical cloud-band (Harrison, 1984b; Todd and 

Washington, 1999; Tyson and Preston-Whyte, 2000, pp 212-217). This is found in 

nodes towards the right-hand-side of the SOM. Nodes towards the left represent dry 

conditions over much of southern Africa. Further distinctions between the top and 

the bottom are evident on the right-hand-side of the SOM. At the bottom the cloud

band is clearly linked to a west-wind disturbance south of the continent, while at the 

top the cloud-band is truncated over land (see Tyson am Preston-Whyte, 2000, pp 

212-217). The Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), another important 

climatological feature, is stronger and displaced further south towards the right-hand

side of the SOM. 

Each day used in creating the SOM maps to a single node. This mapping may 

be used to calculate the frequency of occurrence of each node in the SOM. For 

example, the node in the bottom left-hand comer has 108 out of 1805 (6%) days 

mapped to it while the adjacent node to the right had 71 ( 4%) of the days mapped to 

it. When only specific seasons, based on the rainfall characteristics described in 

Chapter 2, are considered the statistics of node frequency can change. Here, the 
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relative frequencies of each node for the selected periods are co~ared to the relative 

frequencies of the same nodes for the full period. In this way those JD)des that are 

associated with particular rainfall characteristics can be identified. This technique can 

be applied to a SOM of any atmospheric variable and is used throughout this thesis. 

An example of this technique applied to monthly-mean sea-level pressure data when 

selecting different seasons is shown in figure 1.5. 

Seasons where the number of rain days exceeding 20 mm in the northeastern 

interior (Region 2) lay in the fifth quintile, are associated with an increase of between 

3% and 7% in the relative frequency of the nodes in the right-hand column of the 

relative humidity SOM. During these two DJF seasons (1990/91 and 1995/96) the 

daily circulation was skewed towards the pattern of a well-defined cloud-band across 

northeastern South Africa. Similar investigation of the other rainfall characteristics 

reveals that seasons with above normal seasonal total rainfall, m:>re rain days, longer 

wet spells and shorter dry spells in Region 3 are all associated with an increase in the 

occurrence of this cloud-band. However, in Region 2 the cloud-band is not as clearly 

associated with an increase in rain-days exceeding 1 mmor an above-normal seasonal 

total, despite the large increase in the number of rain-days exceeding 20 mm. 

SOM node-13 (central column, second row from the bottom) is characterised 

by a strong gradient in the relative humidity over Regions 2 and 3, possibly linked to 

the dry-line. These areas of transition are favoured for convective development owing 

the proximity of both heat and rmisture whereas areas to the west are too dry and 

areas to the east too cool for development (Rhea, 1966; Taljaard, 1996, pp 51-54). 

Consequently. this node which is present about 5% of the time is also associated with 
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wet seasons in Region 2 and 3, indicating the importance of the dry line in the 

summer rainfall over the interior of South Africa. 

SOM nodes of precipitable water are not as clearly associated with rainfall 

characteristics, as is the case with vertically integrated relative humidity. However, 

there does appear to be a closer association between the SOM nodes of precipitable 

water (Fig. 3.2) and the SOM nodes of relative humidity (Fig. 3.1). This reveals 

interesting characteristics about the different types of cloud bands shown in figure 

3 .1. The truncated cloud-band nodes in the top-right of the relative humidity SOM 

are related almost exclusively to the right-hand three nodes on the precipitable water 

SOM. Physically, this means that a truncated cloud-band is associated with the 

highest levels of precipitable water along the Zambesi River basin. Precipitable water 

is characteristic of the lower level m:>isture of the atmosphere and is useful in 

identifying different air-masses. SOM nodes associated with the cloud-band that is 

linked to a mid-latitude system are more diverse but there is a clear maximum 

associated those nodes where a tongue of high precipitable water values extend 

southward over the Agulhas current (bottom centre of Fig. 3.2). 
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fig11re3 .1: SOM of daily 12Z vertically averaged relative hllmidi1). 
O;irkcr blue colours indicate higher humidity values. 
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J!'igure 3.2: As fur figure 3.1. bt1t fur precipitable ·water. 
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Vertical Stability 

The role of convection in summer rainfall in South Africa may be investigated 

further by studying vertical temperatme profiles of the atmosphere. Two grid points 

were chosen for this purpose. The one centred at 25°S 27 .5°E to approximate 

conditions in Region 2 and the other at 27.5°S 25°E for Region 3. It is important to 

note that the model topography in a spectral numerical model is determined by the 

resolution of the modeL and that the mean height over the grid-point area (Kanamitsu 

et al., 1991) is represented in spectral form (Sela, 1980). Consequently, as the model 

resolution decreases the larger the difference between the model topography and that 

in the real world can become. However, the grid points chosen here lie over the vast 

interior plateau of South Africa ( approximately 1200 metres altitude) such that the 

model topography, here, closely resembles reality. The error of the reanalysis model 

is less than 50 metres, so a model grid-point analysis is justified for these two points. 

The first data pressure level above the ground at both these grid points is 850 hPa. 

Near surface (a= 0.995) values of temperature and relative humidity were 

used to calculated the lifted parcel temperature at each pressure level above the 

ground (Wallace and Hobbs, 1977, p79-80). The dry adiabat (constant potential 

temperature) was followed to the lifting condensation level continuing with the wet 

adiabat (constant equivalent potential temperature) up to 300 hPa. The environment 

temperature was subtracted from the parcel temperature at each level and the 122 

daily profiles were submitted to a 4x3 SOM analysis (Fig. 3.3 & 3.4). A 12-node 

SOM, such as this, is typically used where only a broad categorization is required. 

The array of profiles ranges from stable to unstable conditions with various patterns 
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in-between oflow-level or upper-level stability. In Region 2 a low-level inversion is 

apparent for about a quarter of the time. While low-level inversions are uncommon 

in Region 3, elevated inversions/stability at about 600 hPa dampen or cap the low

level instability for about half of the time. 

Studying the changes in relative frequencies of each SOM node, as used 

for the relative humidity above, reveal that dry seasons in Region 2 have increased 

numbers of days with low-level stability. Wet seasons have more days with low-level 

instability. Prolonged wet spells are associated with the maximum deep instability 

(beyond 300 hPa). In Region 3 rainfall is clearly associated with deep instability, with 

wet seasons favouring days in the lower left of the SOM (Fig. 3.4) and dry seasons 

stable conditions on the right. It is interesting to note that days with the highest deep 

instability are stable at 850hPa, which is iooicative of the dry surface conditions in 

that area as parcels cool at the dry adiabat until saturated. Furthermore, the relatively 

stable layer at 600 hPa found in the top left of the SOM is associated with dry 

seasons despite the profile being unstable in the upper troposphere. A question that 

arises concerning the stable layers is whether they play an important role in the 

transport of moisture across the continent. This will be investigated in the next 

section. 
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Spatial maps of surface to 700 hPa instability (low-level instability) were also 

submitted to a 4x3 SOM analysis (Fig. 3.5) to determine the spatial patterns of 

instability related to rainfall. Clearly, low-level stability suppresses rainfall in Region 

2. The maximum low-level instability in the bottom right of the SOM is associated 

with longer-lived wet spells and increased heavy rain-days which are fairly 

widespread. The tongue of instability spreading southward from the tropics, in the 

top right of the SOM, is associated with increased rain-days > Imm and appears to 

have a greater correlation with seasons of alx>ve normal rainfall totals than the 

pattern in the lower right of the SOM. In Region 3 the relationship is simple, the 

greater the number of days with maximum low-level instability, the wetter the season. 

Deep instability, surface to 300 hPa, shows a different array of patterns (Fig. 

3.6). Conditions over South Africa during DJF are stable for a greater percentage of 

the time than for low-level instability. Poor mapping of SOM nodes in the upper right 

to wet seasons for Region 2 suggests that deep instability on its own is insufficient 

for above normal rainfall, but rather that normal conditions occur that are 

characterised by local showers with poor daily spatial coverage. In Region 3 deep 

instability in the form of a tongue (node in lx>ttom right corner of figure 3.6) is best 

associated with wet seasons. 
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Figur£e 3.5: SOM of700hl'a stability (l ifted from tht: surfuco:: ). The 
thick white line dcnot.:~ neutral stahili1y and red shading increasing 
in, to.hility. 

Fi~urc 3.6: As for 1iguet: 3.5. hut for sur fac.:-10 300 hPll stabilit)·. 
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Large-scale Transport of Moisture, Heat and Momentum 

It has long been recognized that water vapour flux is fundamental to the 

global hydrological cycle and that fluctuations in this flux can relate directly to 

droughts and floods (Rosen et al., 1979a). Most of southern Africa is semi-arid and 

the moisture that contributes to precipitation in the region must be largely imported 

from elsewhere (D' Abreton and Lindesay, 1993). Potential sources of this water 

vapour have been identified as the southwest Indian Ocean (Lindesay and Jury, 1991; 

Levey and Jury, 1996), South Atlantic Ocean (Taljaard, 1986) and the tropical areas 

of continental Africa (D' Abreton and Lindesay, 1993). More recently, attention has 

been given to the influence of the Agulhas current on summer rainfall along the 

southeast coast of South Africa (Jury et al., 1993; Mason, 1995) and over the sub

continent as a whole (Reason, 2001a). This narrow southward-flowing current hugs 

the east coast of South Africa as far south as Cape Agulhas before dissipating into 

eddies. A quantification of the importance of this warm current in supplying moisture 

to interior of southern Africa is still a matter of debate. However, significant positive 

correlations between SST anomalies in this region and summer rainfall have been 

established (Mason, 1995). Landman and Mason (1999b) also found a significant link 

between the sea-surface temperature in the Arabian sea and summer rainfall over 

southern Africa, particularly in the latter 1990s. This link is possibly manifest in 

fluctuations in the northeast monsoon, which is part of the northern Hadley Cell over 

East Africa, during the austral summer. 
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Twice-daily vectors of moisture flux, vertically integrated from the surface 

to 700 hPa, over the southern Africa area from the Greenwich meridian to 60°E and 

45°S to the equator were submitted to a SOM analysis of 5x4 nodes (Fig. 3. 7). In this 

case a larger SOM is required to capture sufficient features of this variable parameter. 

Each node depicts an archetype pattern of moisture flux. The arrows indicate the 

direction of the flux with the magnitude represented by the length of the arrow. 

Features of the low-level general circulation in this region are apparent in the figure. 

These include the South Atlantic anticyclone, mid-latitude westerlies with various 

positions of the transient waves, the Indian Ocean anticyclone and the northeast 

monsoon over Tanzania. 

Areas of convergence and divergence, analogous to sinks and sources of 

atmospheric moisture, are shaded in blues and reds respectively. Predominantly, the 

sources of moisture lie over the oceans (red) while sinks of moisture are found over 

land and over the eastern side of transient mid-latitude troughs (blue). The values of 

moisture divergence over the Benguela Current appear unusually high for air over 

this cold ocean current. However, the southeasterly winds in this area are relatively 

strong which could account for enhanced evaporation and greater divergence of 

moisture. A second possible source of moisture in this low-level layer is from the 

upper boundary. Upper-level (700 to 300 hPa) moisture flux archetypes (Fig. 3.8) 

show a ubiquitous westward transport of moisture, sourced across central South 

Africa and Namibia, converging over the South Atlantic Ocean. As this air subsides 

over the Ocean, driven by a mid-tropospheric anticyclone, it could complement the 

moisture content of the air in the lower levels. In the tropics convergence of moisture 

extends higher into the troposphere as seen by the blue shading north of 200S. 
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Figure 3. 7: Moisture flux SOM sfc-700hPa, rods lndicatedivergcnce 
(a11nosphenc m,.,istu1c source) and blues convergence I moisrure 
,ink) 
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In the previous section the idea oflow-level inversions over Region 2, in the 

northeast, providing conduits for moisture transport into the central interior was 

raised. Days when the low-level inversion was present on the lifted parcel SOM were 

related to the different nodes on the low-level moisture flux SOM. However, no 

definite link between the low-level inversion and low-level moisture flux could be 

found. In fact, westward flux of moisture over the northeastern parts of South Africa 

is the dominant circulation mode (about two-thirds of the time) and appears to be 

independent of inversion layers. This finding may possibly be related to biases in the 

NCEP reanalysis data, for example, the continental heat low may be too deep and be 

drawing in too much moisture. However, it is also possible that the perception of 

stronger moisture flux below the inversion has resulted from limited analysis of the 

inversion/ moisture flux relation. In both cases the actual moisture flux may be similar 

in magnitude. Furthermore, low-level easterlies that increase in strength during the 

evening over the northeastern highveld (Schulze, 1965, p 256) may also play an 

important role in westward moisture flux. These winds are a local climatological 

feature largely independent of inversion layers. 

The effect of the Hadley Cell and mid-latitude wave activity on moisture flux 

can be seen in the meridional transport of latent heat (Fig. 3.9). These zonally 

integrated values for the DJF season are consistent with earlier work by Masuda 

(1988) and Michaud and Derome (1991). The patterns reflect the low-level 

circulation as this is where the highest quantities of atmospheric water-vapour are 

found (Rosen et al., 1979b ). In the tropics moisture is transported towards the ITCZ 

by the trade winds. These winds make up a large part of the time-mean meridional 

circulation. In the mid-latitudes moisture is transported towards the poles 
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predominantly by transient systems. The inter-annual variability of meridional 

moisture flux is demonstrated by showing dry seasons in the central interior (Region 

3) in red and wet seasons in blue. On the hemispheric scale the northern branch of the 

Hadley Cell is stronger in dry years, while mid-latitude wave activity in the southern 

hemisphere is reduced slightly. Over the African longitudes (Fig. 3. 9) the flux during 

dry years differs from wet years as follows. There is a clear increase in the poleward 

transport of moisture south of Africa and a strengthening of the low-level inflow of 

the southern branch of the Hadley Cell. The variations are nearly all associated with 

changes to the time-mean flow. Changes in the moisture flux north of the ITCZ in 

Africa appear umelated to rainfall in central South Africa. 

Zonal Average 1 5E - .35E "verage 

Figure 3.9: Meridional flux oflatent heat, zonal average (left) and 
African Longitu~es (right). Blue lines represent wet years and red 
lines dry years as define in table 3 .1. 
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Figure 3.10: As for figure 3.9, but for Meridional flux of dry static 
energy. 
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Figure 3.11: As for figure 3.9, but for Meridional flux of angular 
momentwn. 
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Meridional flux of dry static energy (Fig. 3.10) confinm the increase in 

strength of the northern branch of the Hadley Cell during dry years, with enhanced 

northward tramport of dry energy, particularly across the equator. In the African 

sector (15°E to 35°E) the climatological transport of dry static energy is northward 

between (30°S and 15°S) and southward south of 30°S (Fig. 3.10). In dry years these 

northward and southward transports are increased respectively. Again these 

variations are almost entirely due to changes in the time-mean flow. These 

relationships hold significant value for the climate impacts community and seasonal 

forecasting, as discussed later. 

In order to maintain the westerlies of the mid-latitudes, angular momentum 

must be transported poleward (Lorenz, 1967, pp 93-96; Newell et al., 1972, pp 157-

164). This may be understood in terms of the angular momentum budget, which is 

maintained as follows. The atmosphere gains angular momentum from the earth 

through the easterly trade winds in the tropics that drag against the rotation of the 

earth. The Hadley Cells transport this momentum away from the equator in the upper 

troposphere to the sub-tropics from where it is transport to the the mid-latitudes. The 

latter transport is achieved through a co-variance of the zonal and meridional 

components of the wind, where the trough-ridge pattern assumes a northwest

southeast (southwest-northeast) orientation in the southern (northern) hemisphere. 

Angular momentum is lost back to the earth through surface friction of the westerlies 

Zonally integrated momentum flux calculated from the NCEP reanalysis data 

(Fig. 3 .11) is poleward in both hemispheres, peaking at about the 30° latitude. During 

dry years in central South Africa the transient momentum flux in the southern 
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hemisphere shifts slightly northward and the time-mean momentum flux associated 

with the northern Hadley Cell shifts southward. Over the African sector (Fig. 3 .11) 

there is a large increase in southward momentum transport at 45°S mostly in the time

mean circulation component. 

Over South Africa itself there is no distinction in meridional momentum 

transport between wet and dry years. This is somewhat puzzling because wet years 

clearly have more tropical temperate troughs which have been shown to transport 

momentum poleward (Harrison, 1984b ). In order to determine the underlying reason 

for this finding, daily fields of angular momentum transport where submitted to a 

SOM analysis (Fig. 3.12). Frequency of occurrence of each node was then stratified 

according the nodes of the relative humidity SOM (Fig. 3.1). The nodes of 

momentum transport are created around varying positions and intensities of the field. 

The stratification does reveal a clear link between the full tropical-temperate trough 

cloud-band and a strong southward transport of momentum aligned with the cloud 

band. It is interesting, however, that the truncated cloud band is not associated with 

a southward transport of momentum over South Africa. Rather southward transport 

occurs to the southwest of Cape Town. Seasons may comprise a combination of both 

types of cloud-band, thus offering an explanation why momentum transport at the 

seasonal scale does not necessarily relate to rainfall. For example, it may also be that 

a longitudinal shift in the cloud band will not affect the net momentum transfer over 

the region, but still have a strong impact on the region's rainfall. 
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Figure 3.12: SOM of daily fields of vertically integrated angular 
momentum 1rno.spon. Red colows indicate northward transport and 
green-blue colours southward transport. The zero value is indicated 
t>ya ihlck white tine. Shading interval is 5xl0skg.m1.s·1 

The results presented in this seL"tion on transport of moisrure. heat and 

m.omentwn raise a mnnberofimportant issues and some new ideas abo11t atmospheri<;: 

processes in 1:be region. These arc re-examined, in conteXl with other resulr:;. in the 

discussion section later i:n This chapter. 
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Energy States and Large-scale Circulation 

Atmospheric motion is essentially driven by energy cascading from one form 

to another (Lorenz, 1955). Kinetic energy is the manifestation of these exchanges and 

is useful in determining different modes of atmospheric circulation. The DJF 

climatological vertically- integrated kinetic energy for the southern hemisphere from 

1979-1999 (Fig. 3.13) reveals that the jet is strongest in the African sector. This 

suggests that energy conversions in this sector are important on a hemispheric scale 

and that possible influences of the weather of southern Africa are related to this fie kl. 

Eastin and Vincent (1998) used a method introduced by Wiin-Nielsen ( 1962) 

to partition the horizontal wind at each level into the vertical mean and shear to study 

the kinetic energy variability of the sub-tropical jet in the Australian region. Southern 

Africa is one of three preferred locations of continent-based tropical-extratropical 

cloud bands in the southern hemisphere (Todd and Washington, 1999; Cook, 2000). 

These cloud-bands are essentially convergence zones where energy is transported 

between the tropics and mid-latitudes and should impact these two components of 

the kinetic energy, perhaps in distinct ways. Wiin-Nielsen (1962), showed that this 

energy conversion will increase the shear kinetic energy which then maintains the 

mean flow against frictional dissipation. 
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Figure3.13: Climatologicru( 1979-1999/ Toial KillericEnergy oftbe 
Sow.hero hemisphere in DJ F ( I 0- .1.m~). 

The kinetic energy oft he vertical mean willd and vertically integrated kinetic 

enecgyuftbe shearwmd were submitted 10 a 41<3 SOM analysis. Tlte mean wind 

{Fig. 3, 14) shows a rep.eating pattern of a subtropical Jet between 40''S wet 50"S. 

each SOM node shows a slightly altered wave-structure lo the jet and a Jo11gitudinal 

shift oJlhc core. The ,ttength l>fthc core of the jet is similar to the AusJralian r~g1on 

(Eastin and Vincent. J9Q8). The SOM of the shear-compo~m (11'\he wind (Fig 

3.15) shows much greater vatillbillty in i~ sttuetun:i. Towards the leli of the SOM 

there is a bi-furcation of the shear component of rho jet while toward lhe right thorc 

is a $ingle jet. The llOtthem section of the double-jet appears m otigin~te over 

continemal oombern Africa. 
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figure 3.14: SOM of daily kinetic energy of the venical mean 
component ofWind (10' J.ni-'). 

-< II II I II I' 

figure 3,15: SOM of daily kinetic energy of the vertical shear 
component of Wind (10' J.nt"'). 
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Figure 3.16: Difference nf SOM nodes most associated with wet 
years minus that of dry years for the Vertical Mean compottent of 
Wind (l0' J.m-i). 

Figure 3.17: Difl'i:rcnce of SOM nodes most associated with wet 
years minus that of dry years for tlie Shear component of Wind (I0' 
J.nr'), 
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Cl1mr11ri,on of the Je1 clwing wet ~nd dry seaso11~ shnws 1har the venical

n~n C<HU['Oneot oft he jet we-.iken~ anti shins soutllw!u'.d (E'lg.J. J 6/ WlillD tbe shear 

component bifun:111e~ ~nu l111en,ine, ever !:,ouLh Africa (Fit. J.171 when it is WtlL. 

:'/odc.s on lhc upper right ofrheme:in wind.SOM (fig. '.:I . l4) are alsr> assocfoted wilh 

wN condilions. but or,ly over Region l. I !ere rhere i.s a ><rrengthening of the jlll 10 rite 

.ea;,1 of ,nuthl'm Amc-.i. Nodes nfthc shc,ir component associated w·illt t ltis scl','uario, 

ure found in the upp,:r-,:~m r~l porrion t,f the ~h= SOM (Fig. 3. 15 >- However. there 

is nu bU\1rco1io11 oflhe jet a, found. wirh the nocfo:, in the llmto111 left corner. 

K,netia energy Jkld9 domou~tratc Lhc clt;Il'dC'tcri.s11c.~ of atrno,-phl'rit! 11101 h)U 

while in,1,st ~ta1ic ~nergy (eyn. 3 .7) provide., a way of invcstigatu1g energy ~lu!t\~ 

related tc.'l atrno~pheric waves. Moist static cucrgycou~ist, ofthe ,um of geopmcntluJ 

energ:j', sensible and latent heal The JatcnL heal term is analogous tu precipitahle 

warer, Whi~h wa~ invesng~ted earlier. leaving the remaining te= wnich cotnrri~e· 

the dry ~lalu; ancrgy, High valul<S ol dry ~tat[., eucrgy .;nn be aisociacc;,d w11lt mlgc.s 

or anlicyckmei- in the miJ-trup,)sphcric d rculat.iun and low \o"MUes wich trough~ and 

cyclones, 

A 4x3 .SOM I>! dally values of dry smuce11ergy sltow tl\111 wet sco.sotts ,o t\OLI\ 

rt'gion.s an; a.,s<lciatcd wilh u tW<H,lCll structure of ~l.)t)YC nntnlaJ dty siatic cncrro• iu 

the .,outl1wes1 ancJ beh)w normal vil.luc, in tbc s/Jutllca,1 (Fig. J. J 8 >. GcocraUy t.bc 

wener se:1~l•ns :\re associntcd with Mgher va lues of <.lry .1tu11c energy 111 the mJJ. 

t<1ti1ucle.~ (top row M SOM). Dry ~oasons arr ussociatcd Wirll towel' 11tai1 uorJrtal dry 

1aatic c1mrgy1lu·oughour the region or. ali:emarively, with ;1 pattern vf below ncm1lal 

~'lllucs in lho •;ou11lwcst ,rnct ab(lW nonnal vallles iu rl>e southeasr. 
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These Jindings arc cons~ent with the notion ofrainfu.lJ over South Africa 

being associated wiih a mld-latitude trough accompanied by a strouger ridge oft he 

South Atlantic auticyclonc at fhe surface. Dry seasons ate the reverse pattern with 

a 1idge over the cowitry and stronger baroclinic activity in the mid-lalltndes, This 

relates back to the increa.~ed kinetic energy of the circulstion south of South A.frica 

il\rring dry years. This is particularly trne of the vertical-mean or barotropie 

componem of the wind, which would also compare well to the dry static energy, as 

tc"1)erature and geopo1en1ial height waves are in phase in a t>arotropic atmosphere. 

figUJ-e 3.18: SOM of dry static energy anomalies. Thick wbite line denotes zero 
-anonialy v.'ltl1 red shading positive values Shading interval IS 5x Io• J .m·'. 
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Dl~CIJ.ISi()n 

Wl1en ,eeking <:uu~espf inl.er-aunual vr,rbbiliry, it i5 it1s1niu1,ivc 1n llcgin w11.h 

1he glol'rdl tiel,t~ OJ 111nishire l1t1'll au,i dry static energy fh1x, These urc t,ll,l vit,wed in 

1h~ Jorin pf vulo1;Jllv poti:111.lllJ 1111001.1.1.ic~. Stich ficlJs deurly :,how event, ~11ch M 

ENSO (Fig J. J 9). The ct,,1r:1c1erislic LW\l•cell paqe111 J11ril'lg !he I ii82/83 El Nii"io ol 

1::nhanted moi.51ure con vergl;lnce (po;;rive Ve lod1 y pt>ten !Jal Rnomll ly) m tile casmrrl 

P~cific Ocea11 ~m.l red\J~ed rnoist1.1re convergence ~cro~s L1dom;sia (ncgt11ive are.as) 

ls rctlccw!l in the surfaw to 700 hPll layllr ,1ntl in tht! 70t110 300 hPa l;lyer. Ove.,· t1u; 

rareastem P..i.:iftc Ot..-ettn unomulous divergence urmnislure i~ eddent in the upper 

layor while co11vcrgc.nce rc:1ruiins in the iower layer, This is un indk:atiou of rbe 

.;muller yertit:'JI extent of convetlion in this culder part or the OCl!<Jn. TI1e dry staUo 

eoe.rgy fields -show t he revers,:. pm.rem with JOOJrr.\!ous divergence of llcu1 r,Vct 1fa, 

WMlll seil surfuce te.mperatnre flll0lllalic, and auomalou~ convc:rgcui,e rurth"r s.-e.~t. 

lhe aoomatons dJvcrgcuce of dry hew is proba.bly rcl~lud LIi !llE incn::a.~eLl rdca.~e ,,f 

lmcm, neat 1111dcr cm1di1ion~ of cuhanc<)u convcc1fo11, II i~ cli:,ar that the effect r,f 1hr. 

El Niiio ,71reul.i5 at:m~f. a large pnrtioo uf tile gJ()he in lhi! fo1111 <)f two rull~ rt 

tlppo,ing ~il),11. 



C 

...__ -

Figure 3.19: Ve:kicity poteatial anomalies of how,1mal ilux of a) 
surface IO 700 hPa moisnm:, b) 700 to 300 hPa moL~nrre. vertically 
integrated (surfuce to l 00 hPa) c) dry static t?nergy aad d) rnoi:,1: static 
eaergy for 1he 1982/83 season. 

r,'igurc .t20: As for figure 3.19. but for U1c l!,>~7/98 st::a~<•n. 
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Th<r d~ngcr qi nversimpllF1~ng 1l1e renll,>Le i;ffect oJ lhesf glol)al ev1;11J1-li I}, 

lllmtrutotl by 011mp,1ring the p:lltam$ of u,e Jll~2/83 ill r-·iiio witl1 11!<1,i: ol' LI ii/ 

l'f1:l7/QR l~I Nin<• (1:i\g 3 201. (\1111:iillon& 111 Iha lmlo-Prwific region 1tte generti.lly ll11 

s:uw:, l,tl\\~~~r I\Vtlr ~11ulhlll11 :o.Friot1 conditions \li:lfr.r t1r111mu1ct1lly . Dt\ring LI H 

I 9!!1/N3 u,enl tl1y ~Lillie <!nCr1,TYw;1s c,,1rvergh1g 11nomutmrnly 011 ,011theru Afric;i ~mJ 

1nolostur1:t diverging. In conl/11:.l, dUJin_g 11\e 1\191/9t> ~ve11r there \VU~ .uJ a.oonmltllls 

, onv,;,rgerice of I1>JI5ture thro11gh both layers an(! d1 y h~~1 w-~ divergll1g from llic 

11.rea. EveJl d111•1og sta'oug El\SO e11enls, LJiar raise clte lcw l t>f prctlkU11:lili1y in tll( 

urea~ surmunding rile Padtic Ocerui, prudid.Jbility 11wr southern AfriCll 1s nnl 

nN:~saJ'll)' <'1lh1111red , The lar.ge 1wo-ceJI pa1Ler11 in Ute :111<ttnllllc~ us~ociulcd wltli 

E>!SO ev'-'nt51lnes 11011:1,\-iend as for as so1dhem 1\:frh~u. In tttcl , 11,e latgt! llllt>nlllli~s 

;een In fll\:' l'elndry potanrlol flelt!s ofenetgy ilux over r)ie Putifie wld •'ti.stem fnilii1n 

l )c~~ns 111•e seltluin 1•,iul1be1J 111 l hr southern Afrlcu t!iglun 

°ti,.: ,'cm •LB dfllct ur 1,NSO ii. u~u~lly mn11ifes1 lhrn11gh n~<ltOa{lon~ or tl1c 

WH1la:r ~-iH.:ul!IJ.lnn ( Rea~on Pl al,. 20(l0). lb inspfr\ this lhe .zonul cornponi:ul Mtlte 

dl vi;,rgent 111oist111•t1 flux-. which may he ,1, cd LlS an lntliL"Jlw II( lite WulkeMypr 

i;ircu l11tirm ( Su l~lein er al .• ! 980 ), is cvnl11ured. 111e irrr-~-uonual e-.ist.-w~l ,hilt of I he 

upwurtl t,rundJ t1fllle W11I ~~,· Cell in 1tie Pncltk Ore-an b(;tween l ~O•E amJ J 5f!•W \~ 

duar !U figur~ J.'.2.1. El r, 111,, c•vt•nt~ (reol .tre 11,1mUy fl$boci.1ied with easlwarcl shil)s 

wtd Lil Nli1u uyellt, rhJu~) w,U1 westwnrtl ~h1I~. A <econd up~",ird lw~nd1 ts evideiu 

ti vet' South Ainerloa, hut Lhl~ hn.tnuh shu\\fij rrmarkahl)' littJ~, inle.r-.tnnuul v,u•inbilH,Y 

Th~ Lili.rd upll'arcl br,utoh occ1lr~ tivl:f lhe ct•ntrul lJidhul Ouo,m um.I dumonslrnld~ ,1 

rnmJernce l'lll'i~bi!H,y of nhwn 40'' £rum i.lO"E lo SO"E, OWr Afrku I 3Cl"E\ there I~ 

11tttl1l11g nll1rc l hu11 \I ll1i:i1I 111111l1n111H in the; ~lll'fate cl1V~l'g<:11f lhix JJ'nln Ille WesL Tiu: 



poleward c,xtensinns of these branches of the Walker Cells ace the South Pacific 

Convergence Zone. th.e South Adanlk Conver,.ieucc Zone- and the South Indian 

Convergence Zone respectively. However 1he South Indian Convergen~e Zone is 

1m>re interlll.itlcnt than the oth.:rs (Cook, 2000) This apparent lack of srro11g global 

furcing and observed erratic natllr'e of the at1nospheric circulation around southern 

Africa ma> oiler a reals(m &'>r the lower pred.ictabilily in !hi~ regio11 refative tt1 the 

P11cff1c region, also implying 11un there must be othcrcontrolsofthc rcgion·s weather 

th.al need t(> Ix identified . 

• 

0 nnt not 1201' 

Figure 3.21: Zonal ,Jivergerit moisture f)µx dwing DJF averaged 
from 30°8 to the equator indicating the position of the Walker Cells. 
Blue lines represeru wet years anti red lines dry years (sci.' tabil' 3.1 ). 
I he 1->lack line represents J ()79. J 999 DJF clirnatolog) 



Ncuw'ithstnmti11g, dc:\rty ,here 1U'G: signal, 111 1hc ,al'i;ibilil-y of rai114'\IJ in 

xuuthern Africa brought about through tdc-.:0111tee!i(1110. R.casou 111 al (2000) prop0:14.' 

u transport ,,r Ille EJ:;JSO , ignaJ inio iht: I ndian Ocran a( two dlsUucl (UTll!-,Walc;., 

qu.i~i-b1ennial (1-2~~ ye.in 111td low fr(;(Jut::ncy f:!.h-7 yc'..tr ) banJ,. They point Olli chm 

Jhc supcrpnsi1ion of rhe rwo rond; lllJISk, ,my ,;ignetl in SST and sea-levd pressure 

:mOmll.lli;'$, Peter,ouootl While\ 1998.) showed how chnngti< in S.ST !lJluJJiali,:s in Ll\e 

Pudfi~ induce anomalies in the .~11t,1n1picu! orean I hroLJ!;\h tlie H:1llley Cell. They 

suggesr 1hat !hes;: anomalies propagate s<>11thwaro ano umWJ(l H1i.1 st111thcrn 

hemisphere as the Arnarctic Circun1p11lat \ \1111·1:;; (ACWJ. Such signals alle-r tho low

lrequen")' eJilics in 1hr nlid"latitodcs wliich hayc a :mong_ inllncnc!' ou 1111. 

development oflropical-teltlJX'r:ITe-croughs (TITs) (Todd and Washington, 1999). 

However, laml-baseo convergtmce zone., (and TI"l'~/ IOmlc 2000) i.lTt ul~u affede.u 

by thu i:ontinc,mal thermal low which in tum m,1y be a.l'feded by·,iz11ols such o, those 

dl!Scribcd by Reason • I al, (2000) 

As this thesis concentrnt~ on ml:ra-se.nso11al varfabilitv 1ht1-r. is insi1flicicn1 

information 10 commen1 011 the _proposeJ firnc1io1liJ1g of 111csc 1cleconnct1io!l~ 

However, the fact rhat lelec~mnecticms play 11 role in cunlrolling 1hc wca1l1cr ii, 

,outhern Africa <!iann111 bc-d~11ied Basie.illy Hie lnter,Jctivn betWl!en tl1c troµl•.:11! lol\>u 

u11d 1uid-lcult11de dish1rl1an0<:.s. which i.~ li1116a11101·1tal lo understrmdmg. 'TTTs. pieo~s 

1oge1ber a comple~ puule thllt mllj' U('C<Junl ibr so1ne ;1f the rainfall 11:irbbility m 

H,1ulhem Africa. Tilis -~till laavcs a numb.er of um111swt!rc:,I quc.stions abo111 what 

c.w~es Lile reulJ.LincJcr (.IJ chi.': rai(ttall v:1riabillly bnc this work 1s uic11tloncd ~~ 11 raJscs 

i:om.: intcrosting.1d~IS about possiblu rnet:hnnisnis hebhid cJ.im,1li.; v:m~lfilil,Y 1Vhld1 .l{e 

explored Jn1cr t\-0111 the entrgy e-:<ch~nge perspecliv~. 

so 
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Fi~ure 3.22: Anomalous divergent moisrnrc flux in the ;urfaceto 700 
hPa layer <lufmg a) wet and b) dry years, and i11. the 700 to 300 IJPa 
layer durmg c) wer and d) dry years 

As global forcing appears m play only a parr in 1hc rairrfilJI variability of 

southern Aliica. the next step is to ~oom in over the region and coru:lder Jbrni:ng 

rncc}ianislllS ofa local nature. Beginning with divergent mo1Stureilux it is evident that 

1he fottr wei- i\easom; in the central Jnteriar (Region 3) are <Ill associated with en 

anomalous divergent flux ofmoi;ture from the northeast in hoth the ,urlat:e to 700 

hl'a !llld 70il ro J<ro hPa layer,. A composite of the sea~ons (Fig. 3 .22) ~hows thi: net 

crinvergeuce of moisture over South Africa. The five dry ~asorL~ are more mi~ed bui 

•h~ anomalous dlvcrgr.ni mo1St11rc Oux m iht 700 io 300 bPa layer is from th~ 

soutlteast during four of the years and from the no11hwcs1 during the n::mainingyi:ar. 
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ln lh~ lower layer-anomalies an:more generaUyfroo,the so111hwest, O'Abretonani.I 

Tyr.Jn ( 1995) interpreted 1hese pntcerns lo mem1 lhnl wet se11sons in ceol.l'lll Soiitli 

A.ll'il."d :u•e Ille restrl\ of nn irrfli~ of moiswre ftucn 1l1e nonheas1, with lht1 moisture 

sou,~~ 111 tli.e Indian Oce:01 north ofMatlag-.r1c:tr, However, the SOM of d;lity low• 

level moisture f4u (Fig. 3,7j 1,how 1hat tlii& \ypeof circllla\ion i.& tlN one of the flu,,ii>r 

111otle.5. The('(> is indeed a source nf mn1.5ture on I tw 1,n~{q of'f anzmlill tiltl till$ ii. 11111itl 

of the JTCZ and 1herooisture t111x genernlly 1.ermlmucs in thi~ zo11e. 

T-lunherrnore, a SOM of daily moi~ture flux dll'ergenrn(Fig. 3.23) ~htlws ihnt 

,he• major ITlOlslure sources. around southern Africa am the Agu lli:is Current and I llt

$outh ,'\tlnntfoOcean. Divergent mois!uretlu.x wkes place lowardsthecenrral LnJJnn 

Ocem1 rather thun away from lt. This, is supported by llu: climatological velocity 

tiotentml of moislllre tltix thnt indic-41.es tbe tropical T 11clian OceOJ\ is a sink of nioistllt6 

Wig. 3.24). Appn1-cnt moiiaure slnks cnlcuJated by Yanai and Tomita(] 99RI reveal 

a similar picture uf moLSlllid sinks in lbt; ln4i~n Ocean nor\h of10"S' am.I moi~lltre 
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Moisture flux may be analysed more closely by separating the flux field into 

time-mean and transient components. Moisture originating at the ITCZ, situated at 

roughly 15°S, is transported southward across southern Africa by transient activity 

(Fig. 3.25). Generally the magnitude of this flux is smaller than that by the time-mean 

flow, but over central South Africa and the Southern Ocean the fluxes are of a similar 

magnitude. It is worth noting that the direction of moisture flux by the transients 

takes place at right angles to that of the mean flow, also noted by D 'Abreton and 

Tyson (1995). Rainfall events in South Africa are generally associated with a 

southward transport of moisture (Harrison, 1984b; D' Abreton and Lindesay, 1993; 

Taljaard, 1996), indicating that rainfall events in southern Africa occur when there 

is a disruption to the mean flow. This shows the importance of transient systems in 

transporting moisture polewards across South Africa. Oort ( 1971) found that the 

transient waves contributed to almost half the poleward moisture transport across the 

sub--tropics in the northern hemisphere. This is also seen in figure 3.24. In the 

southern hemisphere where standing waves are much weaker the effect of transient 

systems may be even greater. 

The original notion that the Indian Ocean north of Madagascar is an 

important moisture remains plausible. Moisture transported into the ITCZ from the 

northeast may then reach South Africa in a two-step process: First, by the mean 

circulation into the ITCZ and second, southward into South Africa through the action 

of transient systems. However, findings from the SOM analysis of moisture flux 

suggests that the Agulhas Current region remains the major source of water vapour 

for South Africa and that this is achieved by moisture transport from the east around 

the Indian Ocean anticyclone. A recent study by Reason (2001b) supports this by 
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showing that above normal SSTs south of Madagascar lead to enhanced evaporation 

and that these are significantly correlated with summer rainfall over eastern South 

Africa. 

Atmospheric processes are in reality 3-dimensional, highlighting the necessity 

to consider the vertical structures of the processes under investigation. In the 

previous section it was shown that rainfall variability is closely tied to the subtropical 

jet which in tum may be controlled by the Hadley Cell. The vertical structure of the 

large-scale meridional Hadley and Ferrel Cells is best shown through a two

dimensional stream function (see eq. 3.3) which may be interpreted as the flux of 

mass (Newell et al., 1972, p 149-151). The values of'l'(q>,p), a function oflatitude 

and the vertical pressure coordinate, may be used as an indication of the intensity of 

the circulations. Positive values denote circulation in a clockwise sense. On the 

hemispheric scale (Fig 3.26) these cells are clearly shown. In the tropics the northern 

and southern Hadley Cells meet between l0°S and 15°S, curving northward to 5°S 

at the surface. During the Austral summer the northern cell is much stronger. 

Adjacent to the Hadley Cells, in the mid-latitudes, the thermally indirect Ferrel Cells 

are found. These are followed by the thermally direct Polar Cells. Changes in 

moisture and heat fluxes between wet and dry years in central South Africa are 

evident in the vertical profile of mass flux. Overall there is an intensification of the 

thermally direct Hadley Cells and weakening the of the thermally indirect Ferrel Cells 

during dry years in central South Africa, with the northern Hadley Cell and southern 

Ferrel Cell showing the greatest change relative to wet years. 
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figure J.26: Vcrf-ical cross-section ufihe mass-flux srream.fimctlo11 
showing the zotllllly averllged Hadley Cells during dry years (top) nnd 
we1 years (bot1om). 

figure 3.27: As for Hg 3.26 but for Afi-ican longitudes ( ISE-JSE). 
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A limitation of this chapter, where links between various modes of circulation 

and seasonal rainfall event characteristics are sought, is the constraint in quantifying 

the role of processes that are merely necessary but not sufficient for wet seasons. For 

example, moisture is necessary for rainfall to develop but additional processes are 

required to convert water-vapour into rainfall This could offer an explanation why 

no clear distinction of moisture sources and transport between wet and dry years 

could be found using the methods described in this chapter. However, other 

processes such as changes in the kinetic energy of the mid-latitude westerlies and dry 

static energy clearly map to rainfall variability using the same methodology. In fact, 

several findings in this chapter merely confirm what has been known for over a 

decade, while others have provided new or improved insight. The strengthening and 

northward shift of the mid-latitude westerlies during dry years has been documented 

by, inter alia, Tyson (1986), Taljaard (1989) and Taljaard and Steyn (1991) and are 

consistent with the findings here. 

Summary 

The controls of rainfall in southern Africa are both complex and intermittent. 

Global-scale signals are weak in the region, doing little to raise the seasonal 

predictability of rainfall. This would certainly limit skill of prediction schemes relying 

totally on global signals. On a regional scale, vertical mean and shear kinetic energy 

in the Southern Ocean map clearly to inter-annual variability. Dry years are associated 

with a northward shift and strengthening of the subtropical jet. Also, an 

intensification of the southern Hadley Cell is coupled with dry seasons. 
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Moisture flux on a daily scale does not show a clear distinction between wet 

and dry years. This variable parameter needs to be examined in conjunction with the 

full energy cycle, as moisture is merely necessary but not sufficient on its own for 

rainfall. Moisture sources for rainfall in South Africa, according to the NCEP 

reanalysis data, are predominantly the Agulhas Current and Indian Ocean east of 

South Africa. This remains so for wet and dry seasons. Earlier work pointing to a 

moisture source northeast of Madagascar during wet years is not supported by the 

findings in this thesis. 

The general pattern that has emerged from this chapter is that those aspects 

of the general circulation that control rainfall variability in southern Africa appear to 

be a combination of the global energy cycle and local conditions. The global energy 

cycle is manifest regionally in the Hadley Cells and energy exchange in the South 

Atlantic Ocean. Local conditions, particularly in terms of convection governed by 

vertical stability, modulate the position and intensity of the continent-based cloud 

band that is associated with a large part of the region's rainfall. 

In light of the above, the static associations between rainfall and the general 

circulation forms a fundamental basis for the next chapter, where evolutionary 

aspects of the general circulation are investigated. 
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Chapter Four 

Evolutionary Features of the General Circulation during Rainfall 

Events 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter static associations between rainfall and the general 

circulation were explored. These revealed how observed changes in rainfall can be 

related to changes in the strength of the Hadley cell and latitudinal shifts in the kinetic 

energy fields. In order to further our understanding of how and why these 

associations exist the evolution of energy fluxes through time-dependent equations 

of energy conversions are examined. 

The atimspheric energy cycle and conversiom among the potential and 

kinetic components are well-studied and documented (Lorenz, 1955; Oort, 1964; 

Holopainen, 1970). Briefly, the cycle is summarized as follows: It begins with the 

generation of potential energy through a net heating of the tropics and net cooling of 

the poles through differential radiative heat fluxes. The fraction of this energy that is 

available for conversion to Kinetic Energy (KE) accumulates as zonal Available 

Potential Energy (APE), most of which is converted into eddy APE by the eddies. 

Sinking imtion in the colder parts of the eddies and rising motion in the warmer parts 

results in a conversion to eddy KE. Some dissipation of the eddy KE occurs and the 
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remainder is converted into zonal KE by the eddies. The zonal KE is then generally 

depleted by friction. 

Numerous studies of the atmospheric general circulation have investigated 

and attempted estimates of energy conversions from one form to another. Oort 

( 1964) formulated these conversions for three different methods of separating energy 

into the mean and eddy components. The first is the space domain, where the mean 

consists of the zonal average, and the eddies the departure from that mean. The 

Lorenz ( 1955) energy cycle is based on this approach. Other studies using this 

method include Pepler and Vincent (1983). Second, the time domain consists of a 

time average, of at least a season to a year in length, and departure from the mean. 

This method is useful in isolating transient systems. The final method is the mixed 

space-time domain where the mean is a time and zonal average. The eddy component 

is the residual consisting of the time-average departure from the zonal average plus 

the departure from the time average. This allows studies to include the role of 

stationary systems (e.g. Holopainen, 1970; Ulbrich and Speth, 1991). 

The method of separating the wind fields into a vertical mean and shear, the 

deviation from the mean at each level, introduced by Wiin-Nielsen (1962) was used 

in the previous chapter to study atmospheric states. The energy conversions between 

these states, as proposed by Wiin-Nielsen, begins with APE being converted to KE 

of the shear flow and later to KE of the mean flow through barotropic decay. The 

terms barotropic and baroclinic have been used to describe the mean and shear 

components respectively by some authors (Chen and Yen, 1985; Ko and Vincent, 

1995). Chen (1983) and Chen and Yen (1985) investigated the similarities between 
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the energetics ofbaroclinic and barotropic flows to that of transient and time-mean 

flows. They cautioned that although these appeared equivalent on the large-scale over 

long periods, locally there may be large differences. Notwithstanding the caveats of 

energy conversion calculations, Huang and Vincent ( 1985) argued that these do 

provide information which can be used to understand large-scale processes. 

The objective of the chapter is to relate climatic variability over southern 

Africa to large-scale energy exchanges. These are then to be used to study the time

evolution of atmospheric processes during significant rainfall events. Special 

emphasis is placed on the start and breaks in the summer rainfall during December 

to February from 1979-1999. 

Data and Methodologies 

Unless otherwise stated all data used are daily, 2.5° x 2.5°, OOZ and 122 fields 

for December to February from the NCEP reanalysis data for the period December 

1979 to February 1999. Vertical levels used are lower boundary (sigma= 0.995) and 

pressure levels at 1000, 925, 850,700,600,500,400,300,200, 150 and 100 hPa. 

Vertical integrals are calculated in the pressure coordinate system. as in Chapter 

Three, using the trapezoidal method, 

1 p1 

X1NT: - J X dp 
g p, 

(4.1) 

where X is any scalar variable, p the pressure, Pt = 1 OOhPa and p. surface pressure. 
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In tenns of mean and eddies, after Oort (1964), a scalar variable X may be 

written as the sum of four components: 

x = [x] + x * + [x]' + x' * (4.2) 

where the square brackets represent the zonal average, the asterisk the deviation from 

the zonal average, the over-bar a time mean and the single prime the deviation from 

the time mean. 

Energy equations 

Energy equations in the space domain provide information on the zonal-mean 

state and zonal eddies, and may be used to trace daily evolutions of each energy form 

over selected domains. The equations used here follow the definitions of Oort ( 1964) 

and are similar to that used by Huang and Vincent (1985). 

There is notable concern about using energy equations to study atmospheric 

processes as these can be applied incorrectly. Also, boundary tenns may be required 

for studies over limited domains. However, this study, as with Huang and Vincent 

( 1985), attempts to demonstrate, at least qualitatively, how regional climate 

variability can be understood in tenns of global energy. For correctness, spatial 

integrals are perfonned globally and their integrands analysed over two domains, viz., 

the southern hemisphere from 0°S to 60°S and the southern Africa domain from 

10°w to 70°E and 10°S to 60°S. Essentially the analysis considers local 

contributions to a global quantity. 
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In the vertical, integrals are done from the surface to 100 hPa. The zonal and 

eddy KE (K. and Ke) and zonal and eddy APE (P. and Pe) are defined in the space 

domain by the following equations: 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

1 f 2 Pe = 2 Cp y[T*] dm (4.6) 

In these equations n denotes an area average over a closed (global) pressure 

surface, ( )" the deviation from this average, Cp the specific heat at constant pressure, 

9 the potential temperature, R the gas constant, p0 = 1000 hPa, and y the stability 

parameter defined as: 

( .fl.)2 -1L rPo (L) J_(M_)-1 Y = - r cpPo J0 e p i1i dp (4.7) 
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Energy equations in the mixed space-time domain allow one to study how the 

time-mean and zonal-mean state and the sum of transient and standing eddies are 

maintained (Oort, 1964). The time averaging used here is done independently over 

each DJF season. The zonal and eddy KE (Km and K,), zonal and eddy APE (P. and 

P,), conversions from zonal APE to zonal KE C(P,. ; K,.), eddy APE to eddy KE 

C(P,; KJ and eddy KE to zonal KE C(K,; K,.) are defined in the mixed space-time 

domain by the following equations (constants are as defined above): 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

P ■ = ~ Cp J y[T]"2 
dm (4.10) 

(4.11) 

C(Pm;Km) = -J[m]"[a]"dm (4.12) 

(4.13) 

J 
- a 

C (K.; K 111) = ([u 'v'] + [u*v•]) cos q) a dt/J ([u] cos-• t/J )dm 

(4.14) 
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Many studies have used data solely on pressure levels. In the case of southern 

Africa, using data below the high-altitude plateau may lead to artificial energy fluxes 

and so contaminate the findings. Holopainen ( 1970) used a weighting function where 

the weight at a point in three-dimensions was related to the probability that the 

surface pressure would be higher than the pressure level. In this study, the equations 

applied are time-dependant and this method is not suitable. Masuda (1988) assigned 

zero transport to points below the ground in his study of heat transport. He conceded 

that although the results would be better they would not be entirely satisfactory. This 

study will use data from the surface upwards and ignore pressure level data below the 

ground. The stability parameter in the lowest layer from the surface to the first 

pressure level above the ground has been assigned the same value as the adjacent 

layer above. This is to avoid spurious values associated with surface temperature. 

Identifying rain/ all events 

The chapter is aimed at investigating possible causes of significant changes 

to regional rainfall in time. This includes the onset of widespread and significant 

rainfall events and prolonged dry spells. In order to identify rainfall events, two 

parameters are considered. The first is a five-day running mean of regional rainfall, 

and the second the position of the node to which the 5-day running mean of relative 

humidity maps in the relative humidity SOM (Fig. 3.1 ). A 5-day running mean proved 

to be the best compromise between smoothing the data while maintaining the peaks 

of significant rainfall events. The evolution of SOM node position of instantaneous 

values of relative humidity was highly variable but when 5-day running mean values 
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of relative humidity were mapped to the SOM, clearer patterns emerged. One may 

argue that the time-averaged relative humidity values will exhibit a reduced variance 

when mapped to a SOM trained on instantaneous data. However, a comparison of 

the lateral node position for instantaneous and 5-day mean relative humidity fields 

(Fig. 4.1 - top panel) shows that the two &Ids follow each other reasonably well. 

The only differences occur where there are high frequency shifts in the instantaneous 

values, something which is undesirable in this analysis. Furthermore, this mapping is 

only used to help identify significant rainfall events that have both, a high amount of 

rainfall and a large spatial extent. 

The significant peaks in rainfall are defined as those points exceeding one 

standard deviatxm, once the data is standardized. The SOM node position isolates 

those rainfall events that are associated with a well-defined cloud-band, which is an 

indicator of an organized synoptic event. In Chapter Three it was pointed out that the 

nodes on the right-hand-side of the SOM were associated with cloud-bands and those 

on the left with dry conditions. An atrupt regime shift from dry to wet may be easily 

identified by the trajectory of these nodes in time. An example of these fields is 

presented for the 1990/91 season (Fig. 4.1). The figure shows a rainfall event early 

in December followed by a break until the beginning of January. After this there is a 

temporary break followed by a period of good rainfall until late in February. In this 

season, the rainfall peak around the 5th of December, the break during the second half 

of December, and the onset of rain in January are of particular interest. In total there 

are 28 significant rainfall events in Region 2 and 34 in Region 3. This difference is 

consistent with the finding in Chapter Two that rainfall in Region 3 is more typical 

of organized weather syste~ than in Region 2. 
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Figure 4.1: Time series of the lateral position of node mapping of 5-
day running mean relative humidity (orange) and instantaneous values 
(blue) in the relative humidity SOM (top) (see Fig. 3.1) and 5-day 
running mean rain:full for Region 2 (black) and Region 3 (green) for 
the 1990/91 DJF season (bottom). 

Time filtering 

A sequence of twice-daily atmospheric data contains data on many scales of 

atmospheric motion. Some of the associated variance may not be relevant to the 

particular phenomenon being studied. An example is given in Lee ( 1981) where a 

slowly 100ving signal such as wind direction is corrupted by turbulence and 
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consequently the observation data needs to be filtered. Studies of synoptic-scale 

variability of 500 hPa heights require that low frequency variability and the annual 

cycle be removed from the data to extract the true characteristics of variability of the 

scale of interest (Blackmon, 1976; Trenberth, 1981). Lange (1979) used band-pass 

filtering to expand on Lorenz' work on the energy cycle to determine the relative 

roles of large-scale planetary waves and smaller scale motions on energy conversions. 

This study concentrates on oscillations in the intra-seasonal time-scale. 

Vincent et al.(1998) suggest a band-pass filter of 6-25 days which would capture 

most of the variability associated with tropical-extratropical cloud-bands. The 

spectral analysis of daily regional rainfall, shown in figure 2.11, indicates a peak at 

about 23 days which falls into this range. Adjacent frequencies were also isolated to 

partition the different components of the energy cycle. The lower frequencies (longer 

than 25 days) were isolated using a low-pass filter and the 2-6 day band with a band

pass filter. 

The filters were designed using a procedure outlined by Dobias-Reyes and 

Deque (1998). The smoothing of the filter weights is done by using the Bloomfield 

(1976) convergence window. This has the advantage of reducing spurious oscillations 

near the stop-band. A span of 16 days was used for the 6-25 day band-pass filter. 
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Energy and Momentum Exchange at the Seasonal Time-scale 

Evolution of energy exchange over time is contained in the space domain 

equations (4.3 to 4.6), but it is useful first to investigate energy conversions at the 

mixed space-time domain (eqns. 4.8 to 4.14). In this way areas may be identified 

where the inter-annual variability of energy conversions is highest. These areas are 

used in the formulation of the space domain equations later. Although the energy 

equations are only meaningful as integrals over the whole atmosphere, the mixed 

space-time domain equations do allow one to investigate the local contributions to 

the totals in a more appropriate way (Oort, 1964; Huang and Vincent, 1985). 

A comparison of the atmospheric energetics for wet and dry seasons ( defined 

in table 3.1 in Chapter Three) was done. Starting with the zonal available potential 

energy (Fig 4.2), all dry years have more available potential energy between 40°S and 

50°S and in the tropics than during the wet seasons. At the opposite end of the energy 

cycle the peak of zonal kinetic energy is displaced 5° further north during dry years 

than during wet years (Fig 4.3). The conversion of energy from zonal available 

potential energy to zonal kinetic energy (Fig 4.4) does not reveal a distinct change 

between wet and dry seasons. However, the apparent latitudinal wave-like structure 

between 30°S and the equator, with a minimum at 25°S and a maximum at HJ>S, is 

somewhat more amplified during dry seasons. Oort (1964) pointed out that this form 

of energy conversion is generally an order smaller than the conversions to the eddy 

components, suggesting that eddies play the dominant role in climate variability. 
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Figure 4.3: As for figure 4.2. but for mean zonal kinetic Clll)rgy. 
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Figure 4.4: As fur figure 4.2, but fut conversion rate from mean 
avail.able potential energy into mean kinetic energy by mean 
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Figure 4.5: Difference between composites (dry-wet) of eddy 
available potential energy from the equator to 60"S (10' J.rn·'). 
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Figure 4.7: Difference between composites (dry-wet) of the 
conversion rate fro,n eddy availab1e potential energy into eddy kinetic 
enerro• by large-scale eddy convection. a) Stationary and lransicnt 
eddies. b) transient eddies oniy (w.m·2) . 
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rate from ()ddy available potential energy Into eddy kinetic e11crgy by 
large-scale eddy convection. a) Stationary and tr~nsienr eddies, b) 
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Evolution of the Atmosphere and Energy Exchange 

Energy fluxes in the space domain 

In the previous section it is evident that energy exchange in the Southern 

Ocean plays a key role in weather of southern Africa. In order to assess the role of 

this ocean in the global energy cycle a comparison is made with energy exchange in 

the Pacific Ocean. Climatologically, the southern hemisphere continents and the 

Southern Ocean south of Africa are the preferred areas of conversion from eddy APE 

to eddy KE (Fig 4.9). Over the continents and the South Pacific Convergence Z.One 

(SPCZ) (Hurrell and Vincent, 1987) the energy exchange takes place mostly through 

convection. On the other hand, the conversions in the South Atlantic Ocean are 

chiefly through the action of transient mid-latitude waves (Fig. 4.9b). The space 

domain form of the equation of energy conversion from eddy APE to eddy KE shows 

that the average conversion rate in the South Atlantic Ocean is 2.46 W.m·2 compared 

to 0.6lW.m·2 in the South Pacific Ocean. However, the variance of this conversion 

is higher in the South Pacific ( 1. 78) than South Atlantic Ocean ( 1.58). This appears 

to be the resuh of a higher incidence of the conversion of eddy KE back into eddy 

APE in the Pacific Ocean. The net conversion of eddy APE to eddy KE is lower in 

the Pacific region, leaving the bulk of the energy conversion to take place in the 

South Atlantic Ocean. 

Z.Ooming in over the continent itself, the previous section made it clear that 

eddy APE over continental southern Africa is higher during dry years. This is a result 

of higher than normal surface temperatures, typical of dry years (Taljaard and Steyn, 
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1991, p 37). On a daily scale the conversion of eddy APE to eddy KE over the area 

20°S to 35°S and l 5°E to 30°E appears to be connected to rainfall events. This link 

is particularly strong during the 1993/94 season, consequently this season will be 

used for illustration purposes. As will be shown later, the results for this season are 

representative for most other seasons, although weakened in some instances. 

During dry spells the conversion rate of eddy APE to eddy KE is weaker but 

increases rapidly during rainfall events (Fig. 4.10). Increases coinciding with rainfall 

peaks are evident at days 25 to 30, 37 to 40, 50 to 55 and 65 to 70 of the 1993/94 

DJF season. The correlation between rainfall and the rate of eddy APE to eddy KE 

conversion for this season is 64%. 

Eddy APE can be altered through four mechanisms: Increased convective 

cloud cover is generally associated with condensational heating in cooler air aloft and 

a reduction of sensible heating over the relatively warm land surface, and would 

reduce the local generation of eddy APE. The second is an increase in the transfer to 

eddy KE through the covariance of vertical velocity and temperature eddies (Fig. 

4.10). Summer convective overturning associated with deep convection over 

continental areas, and mid-latitude cyclone activity are the main physical mechanisms 

behind this transfer. The third is a reduction in the transfer from zonal APE. 

However, over southern Africa the average transfer rate of zonal APE to eddy APE 

is nearly an order smaller during DJF (0.42 W.m-2
) than the conversion from eddy 

APE to eddy KE (5.61 W.m-2
). Finally, boundary fluxes alter the energy of a limited 

domain. Of these, the conversion of eddy APE to eddy KE is important locally, as 

found by Huang and Vincent (1985) for the South Pacific Convergence Zone. 
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Expanding the analysis to all seasons, it becomes evident that the correlation, 

between regional rainfall and eddy APE conversion to eddy kinetic energy over the 

sub-continent, shows a large inter-annual variability (Fig. 4.11). Values range from 

as high as 79% for 5-day running-means of Region 3 rainfall to as low as 7%. The 

figure for the full period in Region 3 is 49%. The correlation between daily values is 

slightly lower at 11 % to 58% with an average of 36%. Using the Student's t

distribution and 88 degrees of freedom the daily data correlations are significant at 

the 95% and 99% levels if they exceed 17% and 24.5% respectively. In Region 3, 16 

out of 20 seasons have correlations significant at the 95% level, with 10 years 

significant at the 99% level. In Region 2 the correlations are lower, where 12 of the 

20 seasons have correlations significant at the 95% level and 8 significant at the 99% 

level. This is most likely a consequence of the rainfall events in Region3 being more 

typical of mid-latitude synoptic systems, as suggested earlier. It is noteworthy that 

the correlation for all seasons from 1979-1999 is significant at the 99% level for both 

regions. 

In a regional sense, it is clear that significant rainfall events over South Africa 

play a major role in the conversion of eddy available potential energy into eddy 

kinetic energy demonstrating that the region's rainfall and global energy exchange 

must be related in some way. 
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Time trajectories of moisture archetypes in SOM space 

The evolution of the atmosphere may be studied by following temporal 

trajectories of archetypes created by a SOM. This is done by using sequential 

observations that have been mapped to particular SOM nodes. By selecting a node 

of interest, backward trajectories can be determined to map out typical sequences 

leading up to this mode. These include atmospheric states of relative humidity and 

circulation represented by moisture flux. In this way more light can be shed on the 

state of the atmosphere prior and leading up to a significant rainfall event. 

Two major types of cloud-bands, viz. the truncated cloud-band and tropical

extratropical cloud-band, have a different evolution prior to the event. The SOM 

depicting these modes is presented in figure 3.1. The truncated cloud-band (Fig. 

4.12a) is more persistent than the tropical-temperate-trough (Fig. 4.12b). Up to a 

week prior to any day when a truncated cloud-band is present, the majority of days 

map to within one node from the top right-hand comer where truncated cloud-bands 

are represented. Whereas the tropical-temperate-trough events are preceded by a 

more diverse array of modes. Among these is the node associated with dry conditions 

in the bottom-left of the SOM, that is prominent almost immediately one day before 

the event. 

The evolution of moisture flux modes reveals another interesting factor. A 

SOM of moisture flux divergence is shown in figure 3.23. Nodes where there is a 

strong moisture flux across Region 2 (25°S; 27 .5°E) from the Indian Ocean are found 

on the right-hand-side of the SOM with moisture flux returning to the Indian Ocean 
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on the left. The sequence of events leading up to the node in the top right-hand 

comer exhibit a strong variation. One day before this event there is a clear mapping 

to the node in the top left-hand corner. This part of the SOM contains the reverse 

circulation where there is a strong moisture flux towards a convergence zone 

extending southeastwards in the Indian Ocean (Fig. 4.13a). Three and seven days 

before this event the three opposite comers of the SOM are most frequently 

observed. In contrast, during periods of weak moisture flux, found towards the centre 

of the SOM, there is not such a large regime shift. Instead, there is a gradual 

spreading out across the SOM space (Fig. 4.13b). 

The non-divergent nature of atmospheric circulation is clearly demonstrated 

in moisture transports (Rosen et al., 1979b). Correlations across all DJF seasons 

from 1979 to 1999 between daily values of the total and non-divergent moisture flux 

over South Africa confirm this. Correlations of 0.88 for the zonal component and 

81 % for the meridional component are very high indeed. The correlation between the 

divergent and non-divergent part of moisture flux is quite different. The zonal 

component has a negative correlation of -29%, with the meridional component even 

more anti-correlated at -41 %. This has ramifications for the transport of moisture 

across southern Africa, particularly during times of strong meridional transport as the 

divergence of moisture is likely to take place off axis, or even orthogonal, to the 

prevailing wind. This supports the findings in Chapter Three that the climatological 

moisture transport and divergent flux over South Africa take place at roughly right 

angles to each other. The significance of this is that divergent moisture flux is quite 

distinct from non-divergent transport and that non-divergent moisture flux could be 

mistaken for divergent flux. 
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events mapping 10 the node marked X for vertically averaged rclarive 
humidity shown in figure 3.1. 
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l<'igure 4.13: S0)-l node frequency plots at I, 3 and 7 days prior to 
events mapping co the node marked X lor low-level divergent 
moisture tlux showll in figure 3.23. 
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Rainfall events 

The final part of the analysis of events is to investigate characteristics and 

possible causes of each of the significant rainfall events, as defined earlier. This part 

of the study includes the use of HovmOller plots of the kinetic energy of vertically

integrated mean and shear wind components, and SOMs of pressure-level 

strearnfunction fields. 

The kinetic energy fields are calculated from 6-25 day bandpass filtered wind 

data for two latitude bands, viz. 45°-30°S and 25°-l5°S. The HovmOller plots show 

the longitudinal progression of disturbances with time for the mid-latitudes and 

tropics respectively. From these it can be deduced whether a travelling disturbance 

most likely initiated a rainfall event or not. A subjective methodology was chosen 

here as it allows more user insight into the problem Objective methods, apart from 

being difficult to implement, would introduce as many errors. 

An example for the 1993/94 season in shown in figure 4.14. The rectangular 

boxes represent periods of significant rainfall over South Africa and the dashed lines 

approximate paths of tropical disturbances. Too rainfall event between days 35 and 

40 of the season appears to be initiated by both mid-latitude and tropical 

disturbances, while the event starting at day 75 only by a tropical disturbance. The 

former rainfall event is associated with a sharp enhancement of the shear kinetic 

energy east of South Africa. The analysis was applied in this way to all the years in 

the study and results summarized in tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
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Figure 4.J 4: Hovmoller rlo1s of kinetic energy ofo-25 day band-pass 
filtered venical-mean (left) and shear (l'igh1) wind for tli.e 1993/94 
DJF season over the tropics (top) and mid-latitudes (bottom). Open 
boxes indicate rain.full events over South Africa and dashed lines a 
series of disturbances J)()Ssibly manifest through~ travelling signal. 
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Table 4.1: Number of cases of dominant circulation types during disturbances in the 
vertical-mean and shear wind associated with rainfall events in Region 2. 

Midlatitudes 

Downstream 
Shear 

Mean Wind-

15 

11 

15 

Region 2-28 Rainfall events 

Dominant Circulation 

9 2 3 3 

2 4 7 

3 3 ll 

Table 4.2: As for table 4.1, but for Region 3. 

Region 3-34 Rainfall events 

Dominant Circulation 

4 8 

4 16 3 3 
Tropics 

Shear Wind-

118 

5 

3 4 

5 4 
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Streamfunction fields are used to categorize the circulation into various 

patterns of cyclones and anticyclones at three levels in the troposphere, viz. 850-, 

500-, am 200 hPa. The 850 hPa SOM is grouped into four main types: Tropical

Temperate-Trough (TIT), Indian Ocean Anticyclone (IA), Tropical Low (TL) and 

Continental Anticyclone (HP). The 500 hPa SOM is split into Approaching Trough 

(App), Continental Anticyclone (HP), Cyclonic Row (LP) and Trough East of South 

Africa (CE). The 200 hPa circulation consists of the same groups as the 500 hPa 

level. 

Overall the dominant circulation during rainfall events is a tropical-temperate

trough at 850 hPa overlain by an approaching trough at 500 hPa and, to a lesser 

degree, at 200 hPa. An anticyclone is also quite dominant at 200 hPa, indicating the 

tropical nature of the circulation over southern Africa during DJF. This system is also 

known to transport moisture southward around its western periphery (Taljaard, 1996, 

p51-52). 

Using the Hovmoller plots, disturbances in the shear-component of the wind 

account for about half of the forcing of rainfall events. The number of events 

attributed to mean-wind disturbances, amount to half of that, although some of these 

consist of both mean- and shear-disturbances simuhaneously. Certainly there is a 

clear link between vertical wind shear in the mid-latitudes and the initiation of rainfall 

events. 

Shifting the focus to the tropics it is again clear that more than half of the 

rainfall events are associated with tropical disturbances, especially in Region 3. In the 
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tropical latitudes the major component of the wind is the mean or barotropic part, 

whereas in the mid-latitudes, it is the shear-component. Vertical wind shear is much 

weaker in the tropics, possibly accounting for this difference. 

Another aspect of the rainfall events is whether they originate spontaneously 

over the continent and then initiate a shear-disturbance that moves downstream into 

the westerlies. Approximately a third of the events fall into this category. This figure, 

combined with that of events initiated by mid-latitude disturbances, shows that 

rainfall events over South Africa are strongly linked through vertical wind shear to 

the mid-latitudes, even during the high summer months. 

The dominant circulation types during each event, partitioned according to 

the type of forcing, reveals more characteristics about the forcing irechanism. In 

Region 3 the Indian Ocean anticyclone is very much part of the forcing by mid

latitude shear and tropical disturbances. This reinforces the notion that rainfall in this 

region depends on moisture supply from the Agulhas region, in contrast to the 

literature of D' Abreton and Tyson (1995). 

In the mid- and upper-troposphere approaching troughs are clearly dominant 

as they assist in transporting tropical air-masses southward and provide large-scale 

dynamical uplift. Some of these throughs form into cut-off low pressure systems. 

These account for many of the significant rainfall events in the region (Harrison, 

1984b; Taljaard, 1996, pp 64-69; Tyson and Preston-Whyte, 2000, pp 196+197). 

Here the vertical mean and shear components of the wind become important. 

Sutcliffe (1966, pp 108-109) describes the development of cut-off low systems as 
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part of the life-cycle of a baroclinic depression. The process oflow-level convergence 

and upper-level divergence which allows the vortex to develop produces wide-spread 

uplift and precipitation. This vertical structure contributes to the shear-component 

of the wind field. The process of cut-off low development is termed anticyclonic 

disruption because a high pressure builds across the neck of a large-amplitude trough 

cutting off the low-latitude upper low (Sutcliff, 1953). This pattern of systems 

corresponds to an increase in the kinetic energy of the shear-component over the 

continent and a simultaneous decrease in the vertical-mean component south of the 

continent. Often substantial rainfall occurs with a medium-amplitude mid

tropospheric trough, without it becoming a cut-off low. Results show that 

approaching mid-tropospheric waves are associated with more than half of the rainfall 

events. 
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Discu~ion 

The question of what causes rainfall variability in South Africa is not an easy 

one to answer. Evidence in this analysis shows that the hemispheric energy cycle is 

clearly linked to rainfall at a seasonal scale, despite the relatively small apparent 

global forcing through teleconnections. The problem becomes more nebulous when 

studying daily rainfall. On the one hand, increased baroclinic activity south of Africa 

is associated with drier conditions but at the same time baroclinic systems are an 

essential component or initiator of the tropical-extratropical cloud-band. Studies of 

tropical mid-latitude interactions have shown that the mid-latitudes first force the 

tropical convection via pressure surges and upper-level wave energy, with feedbacks 

afterwards towards the southeast (Meehl et al., 1996). Watanabe and Kimoto (1999) 

emphasize that height anomalies, which are a proxy for mid-latitude waves, are 

mainly generated by transient eddy forcing in the mid-latitudes rather than by diabatic 

heating in the tropics associated with SST anomalies. Sheng et al. (1998) also 

showed that transient systems are central to the dynamics of the PNA pattern, 

reinforcing the evidence of the importance of the transient systems. These findings 

are consistent with patterns found in southern Africa and assist in explaining how 

mid-latitude dynamics cause rainfall variability in the region. 

The importance of dynamical forcing is further highlighted by the fact that 

moisture transports do not exhibit any clear link to rainfall either at a daily scale or 

seasonal scale. Obviously moisture needs to be present for rainfall, but it is the 

dynamics that produce uplift and cooling that are of primary importance. A box-and

whisker plot of precipitable water for each season at 25°S 27 .5°E (Region 2) and at 
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This study has shown that rainfall variability in South Africa is closely tied to 

baroclinic activity in the South Atlantic both at a seasonal and daily scale. Various 

papers in the literature offer some insight into the circulation in this area. Kalnay et 

al. (1986) suggest that an eastward displaced SPCZ and altered convective activity 

over South America impact the South Atlantic Convergence Zone (SACZ). They also 

eliminated the Andes Mountains as an initiator of Rossby waves. The cause of 

variability in the baroclinic activity in the South Atlantic may be linked to changes in 

isentropic slopes which alter baroclinic instability (Staley, 1991) and interactions with 

the Antarctic Circumpolar Wave (Peterson and White, 1998). However, this topic 

requires further research before conclusive answers may be found as to the actual 

cause of baroclinic activity fluctuations in this region. 

Notwithstanding, findings in this thesis offer a framework to possibly explain 

the observed changes in baroclinic activity south of Africa between wet and dry 

years. When the zonal available potential energy increases, perhaps through ENSO 

events and/or fluctuations in solar activity (Ruzmaikin, 1999), that areas of preferred 

energy conversion become more active through increased transient wave activity. 

This mechanism, similar to that described by Hou ( 1998) for a winter hemisphere, is 

that a stronger Hadley Cell increases baroclinicity in the subtropics through an 

increased poleward flux of angular momentum Lorenz (1967, p 81, p 95) first 

explained how the westerly jet is maintained through angular momentum flux from 

the tropics. The analyses in Chapter Three clearly associated a stronger southern 

Hadley Cell with dry conditions in South Africa. The southern hemisphere has four 

zones of preferred conversion of eddy potential energy to eddy kinetic energy 

(baroclinic zones), as found in this thesis and supported by the literature (Hurrel and 
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Vincent; 1987; Todd and Washington, 1999; Cook, 2000). One such area is the south 

Atlantic convergence zone (Jones and Simmonds, 1993). Despite being more 

predominant during winter, activity in this zone is certainly evident during summer. 

Furthermore, in terms of transient systems, the speed of cyclone vortices is fastest in 

this area, again emphasizing the importance of transient systems in this area. The 

influence of transient syste~ on rainfall in South Africa, and on the weather patterns 

elsewhere (Sheng et al,, 1998; Watanabe and Kimoto, 1999), has been ascertained. 

Watanabe and Kimoto (1999) state that the details of how the tropics influence the 

mid-latitudes (North Atlantic area in their study) are yet to be determined. Findings 

in this thesis suggest that this takes place as part of the normal energy cycle with the 

transfer of zonal available potential energy through eddies to zonal kinetic energy. In 

this way tropical anomalies are transferred to the sub-tropics through the Hadley Cell, 

which increases the baroclinicity in the mid-latitudes resulting in more intense and 

northward displaced transient activity. 

The findings here point to a situation where this increased hemispheric energy 

transfer becomes disruptive to summer rains in southern Africa. Increased energy 

conversions ultimately increase the zonal kinetic energy, or barotropic component. 

Although disturbances of this component of the circulation were shown to be an 

initiator of rainfall events, the number of cases where less than half of those 

associated with the shear component. Sutcliffs anticyclonic disruption (Sutcliff, 

1953) which favours the development of cut-off lows in the mid-troposphere, was 

shown to occur when there is an increase in the shear component of the wind and a 

decrease in the vertical mean component. These systems, which are clearly associated 

with significant rainfall events, will be less favoured during periods of higher zonal 
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kinetic energy. Furthermore, the wettest nxmt~ correspond to the warmest austral 

months, when energy transfer from the tropics to pole is at a minimum, giving further 

support to the theory that increased energy exchange disrupts summer rainfall. 

Therefore, it would appear that although transient systelll'i are important for the 

initiation of rainfall events, the maintenance of summer rainfall, especially during 

normal years, is governed to a large degree by local forcing. This occurs typically 

through positive feedback mechanism'i with soil moisture ( e.g. Douville et al., 2001) 

and vegetation (e.g. Zheng and Eltahir, 1998). In this case, local forcing possibly 

plays a much greater role in rainfall variability over South Africa than was previously 

believed. 
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Summary 

The chapter paints a compound picture of large-scale energy exchange and 

how it appears to be linked to rainfall in South Africa through interactions of mid

latitude and tropical disturbances. During rainfall events the dominant circulation near 

the surface is a tropical-temperate-trough with an approaching trough in the mid

troposphere. The conversion of eddy available potential energy to eddy kinetic energy 

over the land at this time clearly demonstrates the importance of the cloud-band in 

the energy cycle 

The South Atlantic Ocean is one of four preferred areas of energy conversion 

in the southern hemisphere, the reason for which is yet to be determined. The energy 

conversion talces place mostly through transient system activity. Generally this 

activity intensifies and shifts northward during dry summer seasons in South Africa. 

Results suggest that a stronger global energy exchange generally disrupts summer 

rainfall in South Africa. Also, local forcing probably plays an important role in rainfall 

variability. 
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Chapter Five 

Operational Possibilities using GCMs 

Introduction 

This study has examined various key elements regarding the question of 

rainfall variability in South Africa. Foremost among these is the energy cycle. For 

example, a stronger southern Hadley Cell in the tropics and increased baroclinic mid

latitude wave activity south of Africa are associated with drier conditions. This 

chapter now undertakes a preliminary evaluation of one area of relevance for these 

conclusions reached so far, namely the application of General Circulation Models 

(GCMs) for seasonal forecasting. In the quest to provide seasonal forecasts using 

GCMs it is fundamental that the roodels accurately reflect the atmospheric dynamics. 

Failing to do so would indicate a serious deficiency in the GCMs and cast doubt on 

their usability in seasonal forecasting. 

The objectives of this chapter are to perform a general evaluation of inter

annual and intra-seasonal variability in two GCMs in a qualitative and quantitative 

sense, and to assess the potential for these models to produce skilful seasonal 

forecasts of various rainfall characteristics. 
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General Circulation Model Simulations 

Daily output from two atmospheric GCM hindcasts is available for a fifteen

year period from 1985 to 1999. The runs were perfonned as part of a project funded 

by the Innovation Fund sponsored by the South African government Department of 

Arts, Culture, Science and Technology4. The purpose of the hindcast simulation is to 

assess each UDdel' s ability to capture the general circulation from the daily to inter

annual scale when forced with observed global sea surface temperatures (as decribed 

later). Very often GCMs sirrwlate the time-averaged circulation adequately but fail 

to reproduce synoptic-scale systems at the correct frequency and intensity. This can 

be particularly evident in long simulations after the effect of initial conditions has 

elapsed. For this reason the 15-year simulations provide an ideal opportunity for 

GCM evaluation in terms of the above considerations. 

The first GCM evaluated here is a coarse resolution (T30) spectral model, 

developed at the Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies (COLA). The model 

has been used operationally since 1995 at the South African Weather Service to 

produce monthly and seasonal forecast guidance. The model is described by Kirtman 

et al. ( 1997) and its application at the SA Weather Service by Tennant ( 1999). The 

UDdel has 18 unevenly spaced sigma layers in the vertical. Prognostic variables 

include surface pressure, divergence, vorticity, virtual temperature and specific 

humidity on all 18 levels. The physics include a Simple Biosphere model (SiB) 

(Sellers et al., 1986). 

4 http://www.dacst.gov.za/sciencc_technology/innovation/innov_home.htm 
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The second model is the Third Hadley Centre Atmospheric Model 

(HADAM3). This hydrostatic grid-point model has a resolution of 3.75° longitude 

by 2.5° latitude. The vertical scheme uses hybrid eta coordinates on 19 levels and the 

prognostic variables include zonal and meridional wind components, geopotential 

height, specific humidity and liquid-water potential temperature. A comprehensive 

description of this model and an evaluation in terms of mean climate and the impacts 

of the physical paraireterizations can be found in Pope et al. (2000). 

Observed sea surface temperature (SST) data used for these model 

simulations were derived from the Reynolds monthly mean dataset on a 1 ° x 1 ° grid 

(Reynolds and Smith, 1994 ). An ensemble of five simulations were generated by 

initializing the rn::,dels one month apart, at the start of July to November of 1985. 

Simulations were continued until the end of 1999. 

The December-January-February (DJF) daily data were extracted and a 

number of energy and flux fields calculated, as done using the NCEP reanalysis data 

in the previous chapters. Four standard pressure levels in the vertical were available 

from both GCMs, viz. 850-, 700-, 500- and 200-hPa, and were used for the 

comparative analysis. It is felt that the four standard pressure levels are sufficient for 

the purpose of evaluation in this instance. Owing to the difference in the horizontal 

resolution of the two GCMs and the reanalysis data a direct comparison of the data 

requires horizontal interpolation. However, a qualitative assessment of the inter

annual and intra-seasonal variability is sufficient to determine whether these GCMs 

have the potential to be used as guidance for predicting event characteristics on a 

seasonal scale. Seasonal values of zonal-mean kinetic and available potential energy, 
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the conversion of eddy available potential energy into eddy kinetic energy and daily 

values of moisture flux in the 850-700 hPa layer were calculated on the respective 

1mdel output grids. 

Quantitative comparisons between the GCMs require data on a common grid. 

An interpolation function using the tmdel output grid-box average was used to 

convert the 850 hPa streamfunction to a 2.5° x 2.5° grid. The grid-box average was 

chosen because gridded GCM output is representative of the entire grid box. When 

interpolating the 1mdel output to a finer grid (viz. NCEP reanalysis grid) the NCEP 

data will, by comparison, have a higher variance. However, the decrease in model 

grid-point distance is not more than two-thirds of the original size. The comparison 

between models and NCEP data was done through the use of a SOM frequency map, 

to ascertain whether the GCMs simulated the observed daily circulation at the correct 

frequency. Reduced variance in GCM output may impact the actual frequency values 

but the pattern of frequencies across the SOM should still be similar to the observed, 

provided the GCM is doing a reasonable job. Biases attributable to coarse resolution 

may then be easily identified. It is shown later that this interpolation does not treat 

the coarser model unfairly. 

Vertical mean- and shear-components of the wind were calculated for the 

GCMs using equations 3.8-3.11, except that only four pressure levels (viz. 850, 700 

500 and 200 hPa) were used. These were submitted to a SOM analysis and the 

interannual changes in the node frequencies studied. 
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Qualitative General Circulation Model Evaluation 

One of the most striking findings in the earlier stages of this thesis was the 

clear relationship between seasonal rainfall total and the latitudinal fluctuation of the 

kinetic energy of the mid-latitude westerlies. Consequently, as a starting point the wet 

season 1988/89 (La Nina) is now compared with the dry season 1991/92 (El Nino), 

firstly by considering the results from the NCEP reanalysis data, then comparing this 

with the GCM results. The NCEP reanalysis data shows that the mid-latitude jet in 

both hemispheres shifts closer to the equator during the dry season (Fig 5.1). In the 

southern hemisphere it has a lower energy peak but in the northern hemisphere it is 

higher. Both the COLA and HADAM3 GCMs capture the latitudinal shift of the jet, 

which is consistent through all the ensemble-members. The HADAM3 exhibits a 

larger spread among the ensemble-members, especially during the La Nina season 

( 1988/89) suggesting that this model has higher internal variability. The COLA model 

has a particularly small spread across the ensembles in the southern hemisphere for 

both seasons. This would indicate a stable atmospheric response to a prescribed SST 

field but perhaps too restricted in terms of daily synoptic-scale disturbances generated 

by the model. The GCM kinetic energy peaks are higher than observed, particularly 

in the COLA GCM, but the HADAM3 captures the intensity changes reasonably 

accurately. 

While the kinetic energy fields highlight the GCM' s circulation properties, 

zonal mean available potential energy, which is based on temperature distribution, 

should reveal more about the GCMs ability to simulate the radiative processes in the 

atmosphere. During the El Nino event, an increase in available potential energy is 
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observed in the tropics (Fig. 5.2). This direct response to wanner tropical SSTs in the 

Pacific Ocean was well captured by both models. In the southern hemisphere mid

latitudes the potential energy minimum shifts towards the equator during El Nino 

events. The HADAM3 reproduces this shift more clearly than the COLA model, 

which over-estimates the available potential energy in the high latitudes. 

These findings demonstrate that GCMs capture the inter-annual variability of 

seasonal-mean kinetic and potential energy fields reasonable accurately. It is also 

instructive to assess the spatial patterns of the eddies generated by the GCMs. For 

this, the time-averaged conversion of eddy available potential energy transfer to eddy 

kinetic energy for the simulation period is shown (Fig. 5.3). The NCEP data shows 

a band of transient wave activity in the Southern Ocean and in the vicinity of the 

Angola heat low, at 20°S over the African continent. The GCMs show the band of 

westerly systems in the Southern Ocean. However, the COLA model overestimates 

the intensity of the conversion and places the band somewhat to the north of the 

observed position. The HADAM3 model shows a weaker band than NCEP but seems 

to present the pattern more realistically than COLA. Over the continent the transient 

activity of the Angola heat low is not present in the COLA or HADAM3 models. 

Apart from this feature, the HADAM3 does a reasonable simulation of the transient 

subtropical energy conversions, while the COLA model produces a broad area of 

energy conversion over southern Africa. 
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Th~Sllltionnry mmponenl o( energy conversion is shown by NCEl"> lO cun~1$1 

of a norrhwe,t-~oulheRsr alignf'd 1.roughnxis acro,s rhe cemrnJ patts uf Sl>\llh Afiii:~ 

and Namilil.L Atalr! the HADA M3 moJel make~ a g111Ju ~p-~\:i;iJ representation oftlJll< 

fe111ure but undere,,timart'.,\, il-5 ints-1~~ily. COLA spreads this femure 10 1he northeast 

ll\H ~nchors it to the A.ngoll, h<"at low. All model& aq1urncelycapl'11re the ~ubsidcnce 

ol' WMlll air over the cold Bcngucla Cumm1 wesr or Sou1h Africn itntl Narnihia, 

>.how11, hy the gre.en ;;hading in figure 5.3, 

A,101,hcr vital i.:ou,ponent of I.he af.mosphere sysl.em is 1he tnmspo1r nr 

moisture_ W.al tuke, plm!e p11ttienlru•Jy ,n tbc lower layers The zonal average ,,f 

rnoi~rure 1rnn~porl, \!.irivec,J tL~lilg ,:qputlun .J ,5, by the GCM~ anrt NCEP in rhc 850-

700 hPa !ayer i~ shuwn iJ1 ~re 5.-1. TheGCMscnp!ut.e!li.e overallp111rernqufle weU 

but overestimate the low-level intl(IW of the northern Hadley Cell during the austrn! 

~1-.rmnll!L Howe,~·, uvcr lhc African longitudes ( l 5''-3 7.YE) the HA0AM3 model"b 

moisture trartspon 1.~ 1m1cli closer to the NCl:\P f,J.1trern, There is ~ slighl 

untlere.stima1ion C5f sm11hw1ml transpon ill lhe nud-l~ritudes {possibly Li11ked lo ti w 

lower energy conversion shown for tliis region in figure 5.3) and a norlllwnrd sltlll 

llf the pallem in lhe lropi.:s. The COLA model' s ovcreslim:1l1on of the nor(huu 

Hadley Cell inflow is al.so rvidcnt over Afrk.i but the peak of the ,oucbward tltlw J) 

-correctly placed betweeu l O"• J5"S . The mvdel .sm1uJa1ei; the p-,lewmd tnm~17or1 <•I 

moisrnre in t he 1md-lali1u.de~ poorly in 'hoth bemis~hen:s. The c11~~mi;ll~ spread of U1t

fiADAM'.\ mot.lei I,; ug:1in qujte hlgh in the soutl\Cm 11c111,sphcrc, iud.lcal.ing !rig!\ 

le\'el~ of internnl vruiab:lllty in this modal tor lh!ll area. 
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Figure 5.3: Climatological mean ( 1985-1999) conversion rate( W.m· 
1
) from eddy availahlc potential energy into eddy kinetic enel'b'Y by 
large-scale eddy convection by trim~iem eddies (left) and stationary 
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Quantit111tve Couera! Cil'cuJatiou J\llodel Evalt1111iou 

The previous sccrions 1111\'c hi11tcd r,t ptissible <lelit:iende~ in the GC'M1 

rcgfU'dlng the gc11ctlll1p11 ol' specific circuJaJiun system~a, the cotr-ect fri:queucy. Ont 

way CJf qu,1ntifying rr1ib proMcm is ro cornµare ,he daily frequency qf panlcul;1r 

circulation l ypcs as gcncrntc!l by the OCMs with Lhe. reanalysis data 'fbe ciroulutio11 

types arc ,,kfined by lhc n111ks III a SOM lr:iin"d on Jhe re~ nalysi:; datn l f ig. 5.Si. The 

uail:,, GC.½ outpuLis then mapped to rhe- SOM no,fcs ,rnd frequencies cu!cula tcd (Fig. 

5.6.). 1'hc COLA model has "frcqucllcy patrcrn quji.c !liftcrcnl from the ubs-crveu 

whilt! tbe HADA.1\113 1m,dcl doc,; o bellCf .iob bUl SllU ho,, su!llC prublcn1~ 

Specifi<;ally. the COLA model ovo,rooes tl:>e n-e{JUency oitransi~nt west•winri 

troughs ~0111h of South Afric;i (upper left of SOMl and the anlicyclonr c1:111rcd at 

)()''$ 30"1:i (righHl~nLl-~it.le Qf top row) (Figs, 55 & 5.f>'I. 11 underestimures tr!}· 

r.,;enurio o( zollnl wc~tcrlies somh of lhe' cou,ury anti clo11garcd .l.oJ1a11 Oci:.nn 

antky<;l•.ine sep;sruted from thr. S1,uth Atlanlic oncit:yclllne '1,y an inverted v-shapttJ 

1rough overthe we,tem p:irts urSouJh Afric-& and Nim1ihia icentreofSOM). Tl ~lxn 

fail, co simulate. stnJn!J tropical cyolunil.: ,ux:,clatio11s in the Moz,1mbigm, chwncl tllut 

aric bloclw;i by a southward displ;iccd. Jnd1an Ocean an1icyclooc (hotrom righ, 

comer). Th isj~ probably a symptom of I he model' s coar;,c re>solmio11, and no1,a rrsu H 

or rhi: inrcrµ•Jlmion to a finer gi·id. bee11use 1h~, flADAM3 n,odel, which was :1tso 

inkrpolaltit.l and li.:.i, 0 numinoJly ,•cjuiv31.ilnL rc,ultll.ion, doo,, cuptur~ rh,:so, fou(urc~ 

,ausfacrodly Also, 1ho COLA model overcsrimaic~ v.lll'i:uice of utl1ereydou1:, i11 th~ 

mid-lat.itud,;,, fl> sccH in tht.1 aoalysis. 
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NCEP 

-= piii • I ' 
Figu1·e 5.6: SOM-n(}de frequency maps (%} for the 850 hf'a 
stre.imlines (see figure 5.5) for the NCEP reanalysis, COLA GCM 
and HA DA M3 ClCM ;;imulat ions. I he GC'M frequency maps include 
daily dnt-a from all five t1nsemble memhers. 

rhe HADAM3 m<>del seems to lack adequate freque.ncy uf uc,r.>urrentXt of 

ridging South Atlantic anticyclones south of the country \mp-right corner). and 

difforsfro1t1 NCEP in the fi-equencyofnorthward protrudl.11gwest"wi1id lroughs(lop

lefl comer). It doe;; a satisfactory job witl1 the simulation of cyclones around 

Madagruicar. T n this case the interpolation tnay play a role in the filQ.reawd frequencies 

or tl1e 111ore prevalent nodi:es of ihe SOM (Fig. 5.6) but the overall panem of 

frequencies i~ still a better representauun of realltr than that of COLA. 
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Thus l1 woµl/1 0pperll' thu1 1he GC.\1s l:rJve uwqlie stre11gtbs ~nd W<!aktlcssi:~. 

Tue COLA moder, &imulmion of lhc Jarge-c5cale e11ergy processes is somewhat 

<l1fferent t,1 rnat ohse1wed witl1 NlrOJ11;:Cr energy excllange 1nclit.11ed by increa~ec.l 

1n111~ienr ,ltl.iviry in 1he 111id-lr11i1udes. consi~tenl with Lhe high kinetic energy values 

~lluwn j11 fig1tl'e5. t. 1'11e l-'IAl1AM3 model represe11ts·tl1e oh-erved c:irculation mud1 

llcttct b,11 has error~ in simul~ru,g e,1s1w,rrd propagating systems near 1.he continent 

I'oUm,ing this. a final step ii, thi., fiCM evaluation is tu determine whetl!t'r 

fhe GCMs could be 11sc,J )t•i;i.:essf'u lly lo pro111de ,kilful sc,a.sonal fnrc,cu.,t,. Be'dfJng 

in mind that the prndi~Lio11s Ol'e ,1imeJ at givirig u pmbubili\y ti:uit thl:' ~eusurial rainllifl 

will full inlo either of lht outer or m•lldle ffiret quinUles .arill wbul the event 

chan,1c.:teris1ics ill'e iikely l(l be. One oft he srrnng.c5l usso~iations berween ruin fall llnt! 

the g;::ncl'Bl drcul!l.tion wa;; found (in Cb~pler Tf1,.~cJ w1tl1 the vc!'tll'at 111ca,I-· an(! 

s11c,u·-componems of the wind. A -:omposite of rl11~ S0:'\1-nodc frnqoeni;y d1anJ!e.o; 

belWCCil tl.u-ca dry t!!/91/92; 1992/93 & l.994/95,l ,mJ Llu·cc wc.r (1988/89; 1993/94-

.& 1995/96) sca;;ous for both the! vertk:,1l-meun wind (Fit?. 5.7) t.nd shear-wind (Fis. 

5.R) 11how 11!111 I.lie models c,ipture thi~ distin\;tion in tht: dui1y l'n·cularton remnrk:11.lly 

weJl The COU\ model is less ckar wi1h the ,hear-aom[lnnent wniC'h is possil1Jy 

related 10 the prnlllr.h,s the model has in simulating rnrt:iin liner llS[leCts of'thr 

clrculiltion. The! pallem tl\stim.:lions between the wet and dry scMons as sirnulai:ed by 

the GCMs [no! shownJ olosely rese111tiie those f<HJJJU in figure., 3.16 nod 3.17. 11 1a 

intere.stinS tll note thllt not au of the year- in the,e cornposile., 11te associated witll 

.,m1ttg SST anomalies 111 the tro_pk:at 1-'adfic Oceun. 'fh1s rni,ans lhal 1hc: GCM 

prcdic1ahility of the- verikal 1111:an W1d sheur componcms of tile atinospherk 

1.ir~ul~lion t"'ao tie skilful even wl1en stron_g SST anomaly toroit~ is not 11ce.~enl. 
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Figure 5.8: As for figure S. 7. bm for the ,hear wind component. 
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In a study on the seasonal predictability of the Asian summer monsoon 

(Sperber et al., 2001 ), the COLA and an earlier version of the HADAM3 model ( viz. 

HADAM2b) were assessed. The authors concluded that errors in the sub-seasonal 

processes related to 850 hPa circulation are not correctly simulated by any of the 

seven GCMs tested and this affects the interannual variability and subsequent forecast 

skill. In contrast, this thesis has shown a link between South African summer rainfall 

and large-scale circulation aspects, which may not be so badly affected by the poor 

simulation of sub-seasonal processes by GCMs. This raises hope of more skilful 

seasonal predictions for this region at a large scale. Rainfall characteristics found in 

Chapter Two can assist in temporal downscaling of predictions leading to a greater 

range of forecast products without having to rely on GCM guidance. However, 

spatial downscaling would require far greater input from local forcing than is 

currently handled by GCMs. This is probably a task for fine-resolution limited area 

models. 
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Summary 

A qualitative and quantitative evaluation is presented for a 15-year hindcast 

of two GCMs forced by observed SST data. GCMs accurately capture the inter

annual variability of zonal kinetic energy and zonal available potential energy between 

El Niflo (dry) and La Nina (wet) years. The model climatology of the conversion of 

eddy available potential energy to eddy kinetic energy shows a good spatial 

representation of that observed. A comparison of the two GCMs shows that the 

HADAM3 model has a higher variability among ensemble members and is more 

realistic than the COLA 100del in most cases. 

A SOM depicting the frequency of occurrence of different nodes (archetypes 

of 850 hPa streamfunction) shows that the HADAM3 model captures most of these 

nodes at a frequency similar to the NCEP data, but the COLA model has a somewhat 

different pattern. Nevertheless, both JIDdels are able to capture alterations to the 

frequency of SOM nodes trained on vertical-mean and shear components of the wind 

such that skilful forecasts of rainfall characteristics, which have been linked to these 

different nodes in Chapter Three, can be made. 
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Chapter Six 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

This thesis is a renewed examination into the underlying causes of rainfall 

variability in southern Africa. However, the approach is novel in the sense that 

recently available reanalysis data has been used to return to the basics of atmospheric 

motion in terms of the energy cycle. Furthermore, highly sophisticated multi-variate 

analysis techniques have provided new insight into circulation at the daily scale and 

also how this is linked to rainfall variability. 

It has been clearly demonstrated that an analysis of a number of rainfall 

characteristics is a vital component in understanding rainfall variability and how this 

is linked to the general circulation. Many studies in the literature regarding seasonal 

forecasting or rainfall variability investigation restrict their analysis to seasonal rainfall 

totals. This study has addressed this issue by including nine different rainfall 

characteristics in the analysis, from which many interesting facts have emerged. 

Foreroost among these, is that categorizing rank ordered rainfall should be 

done in accordance with discontinuities in the data. The traditional tercile (three 

equiprobable categories) approach is not suited to the summer rainfall areas of South 

Africa. Rather, three categories consisting of the lowest quintile (five equiprobable 

categories), middle three quintiles combined and the highest quintile should represent 

below normal, normal and above normal rainfall respectively. 
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A second aspect is that significant rainfall events, in terms of wide-scale 

spread and high amounts, make up a large part of the seasonal rainfall total. This is 

confirmed when relating SOM nodes of vertically averaged relative humidity to 

rainfall characteristics and is consistent with the literature, providing the basis for an 

investigation into the causes of these significant rainfall events and their possible 

relation to large-scale atmospheric processes. 

As has been found in the past, South African rainfall variability does relate 

clearly to the general circulation in the region. This is most evident in the frequency 

of daily archetypes of kinetic energy of the vertical mean and shear component of the 

wind in the mid-latitudes. Typically drier conditions are associated with a northward 

shift of the belt of mid-latitude westerlies. During wet years the kinetic energy of the 

vertical shear component of the wind increases over South Africa while the westerly 

belt shifts southward. This pattern is confirmed with analyses of zonal kinetic and 

available potential energy, the conversion of eddy available potential energy into eddy 

kinetic energy through large-scale overturning by the eddies and dry static energy 

fields. 

Large-scale transport of moisture, heat and momentum, particularly over the 

African sector, show an inter-annual variability related to variability in rainfall 

characteristics. Dry conditions in South Africa and a stronger Hadley Cell are linked 

such that the stronger outflow from the Hadley Cell increases the subtropical jet and 

hence a northward displacement of the westerlies. 
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The majority of significant rainfall events in South Africa seem to be forced 

or associated with disturbances travelling in the 6-25 day band of the shear, and to 

a lesser extent the vertical-mean, component of the wind in the mid-latitudes. These 

were found to be mainly in the form of approaching mid-tropospheric troughs or cut

off low pressure systems accompanied by an Indian Ocean anti-cyclone at the surface. 

A series of equivalent barotropic ( vertical mean) systems passing close to the country 

tended to result in drier periods. 

Rainfall events play an important role in the energy exchange of the region, 

with a high correlation between rainfall and the conversion of eddy available potential 

energy to eddy kinetic energy. Similar energy exchange forms a fundamental part of 

the other cloud bands in the southern hemisphere, including the South Pacific 

Convergence Zone and the South Atlantic Convergence Zone. Activity around the 

southern hemisphere does appear to be linked. However, the mechanisms of these 

linkages are still somewhat in debate. 

Direct coupling of South African rainfall to events such as ENSO does not 

appear to be robust. There does not seem to be any stationarity in such a link and 

global velocity potential fields show that strong anomalies in the Pacific Ocean do not 

extend all the way to Africa. Also, the Walker Cells along the equator do not show 

a clear sign reversal over Africa on an inter-annual scale. 

The theory this thesis proposes is that these events in the southern hemisphere 

are linked but that the mechanism is somewhat different than a simple shift in the 

Walker Cells. It all comes back to the global energy cycle. When there are 
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fluctuations in the zonal available potential energy (a measure of the pole to equator 

temperature gradient) these affect the Hadley Cells. The result of this is that the mid

latitude westerlies are changed in sync with the poleward momentum flux. The 

resultant perturbations in the form of eddies in the westerlies are governed by 

baroclinicity in the region. Owing to a longitudinal variation of land and sea surface 

heat fluxes in the southern hemisphere (which in themselves are tied to atmospheric 

processes) the baroclinic activity tends to focus in preferred areas. The South Atlantic 

Ocean is one such area, and its proximity to South Africa results in the mid-latitude 

activity in this area having a great impact on South African rainfall, as seen in the 

forcing of rainfall events. 

The cycle continues by mid-latitude disturbances forcing tropical disturbances 

which laterfeed back to the mid-latitudes through tropical-temperate-troughs, a well

known feature in the South African climate. This cycle, as described, is supported in 

the literature applied to tropical-extra tropical interactions in the southern hemisphere, 

Pacific North America and North Atlantic regions. 

The inherent variability and non-linear interaction in the mid-latitude 

processes is consistent with observed low predictability of the seasonal climate in the 

mid-latitudes and sub-tropics. However, having established robust links between 

rainfall and the global energy cycle, which is a stable component of the atmosphere 

system, prospects of skilful predictions of seasonal rainfall characteristics are greatly 

improved. One of the most encouraging findings in this thesis is that a preliminary 

evaluation of an ensemble of 15-year hindcasts from two GCMs reveals that these 

models are able to capture fluctuations in the global energy cycle reasonably 
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accurately. This makes it possible that the techniques developed in this study to link 

archetypes of the atmospheric circulation to rainfall characteristics may be used to 

provide skilful predictions of these rainfall characteristics. This is possible without the 

GCMs capturing the smaller-scale processes accurately, however, it is also clear from 

this thesis that local conditions play an important role in rainfall. One such condition 

is the vertical stability of the atmosphere which appears to be closely related to 

rainfall in South Africa, in that stable conditions possibly imposed by larger-scale 

forcing reduce locally forced convection. This is in turn affected by local features, 

such as topography and soil moisture. 

The lack of a clear link between moisture flux and rainfall could be the result 

of two issues. The first is that moisture is a necessary but not sufficient requirement 

for rainfall. This is where the dynamical forcing from the mid-latitudes plays an 

important role. The second, and equally important, is that moisture supply over 

continental areas, although ultimately sourced from the oceans, is also sourced from 

the soil and vegetation. Fluctuations in soil moisture and vegetation are known to 

have large effects on rainfall and in order to really model the atmosphere well these 

local forcings must be simulated as realistically as possible. One such way is through 

high resolution regional limited area models, nested in a global model. 
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Findings here have opened up a new view on the variability of the southern 

Africa climate system. and consequently raised a number of intriguing questions 

about the general circulation and rainfall variability, providing avenues for further 

research in this field. Foremost among these are: 

a) Quantifying how much of South Africa's rainfall variability is determined by 

local forcing in terms of antecedent conditions which affect soil moisture and 

vegetation cover. 

b) Why is baroclinic activity in the South Atlantic Ocean stronger than 

elsewhere in the southern hemisphere and is this an evolving feature which so 

happened to occur during the period of this study or is it a stable 

climatological feature related to southern hemisphere topography? 

c) What causes fluctuations in the zonal available potential energy field at the 

seasonal to inter-annual timescale. Is it related to extra-terrestrial forcing by 

the sun or lunar tides, or is it simply part of the natural internal variability of 

the ocean-atmosphere climate system? 

Finally, the five hypotheses introduced in Chapter One have been positively 

satisfied. Rainfall characteristics do reveal a number of aspects that enhance the 

understanding of processes related to rainfall, and in Chapter Two, it was shown how 

the rainfall total alone cannot adequately describe the nature of a season's rainfall. 

Normal rainfall is often loosely regarded as the middle tercile but :findings in Chapter 

Two indicate that, for summer rainfall regions of South Africa, the middle three 

quintiles combined best represent normal rainfall. Seasons where the rainfall 

coincided with the highest and lowest quintiles are clearly associated with changes 

in the frequencies of daily circulation types, as demonstrated in Chapter Three. This 
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is particularly true with the kinetic energy of the vertical-~an and shear-components 

of the wind and other aspects related to the global energy cycle. Significant rainfall 

events, defined in Chapter Four, were predominantly associated with mid-latitude 

and/or tropical disturbances indicating the importance of these disturbances in 

initiating rainfall events over South Africa. GCMs, evaluated in Chapter Five, are 

reasonably capable of capturing inter-annual variability but not all are able to simulate 

the daily circulation satisfactorily. Notwithstanding, SOM-node frequency maps of 

GCM simulations showed that the GCMs certainly do posses predictive skill, 

particularly in terms of the energy cycle. Consequently, seasonal forecasts may be 

improved if GCM forecast output, including ensemble products, were used more 

productively. This would require a re-visit to establish the links between regional 

rainfall and the large-scale circulation. 
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ACW 

APE 

App 

CE 

COLA 

DACST 

DJF 

ENSO 

EOF 

GARP 

Appendix A 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

Antarctic CirculllJX>lar Wave 

Available Potential Energy 

Approaching Trough 

Trough East of South Africa 

Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies 

Department of Arts, Culture, Science and Technology 

December - January- February 

El Nmo Southern Oscillation 

Empirical Orthogonal Function 

Global Atmospheric Research Project 

GCM General Circulation Model of the atmosphere 

GDAS Global Data Assimilation System 

HADAM3 Third Hadley Centre Atmospheric Model 

HP Continental Anticyclone 

IA Indian Ocean Anticyclone 

ITCZ 

LP 

MSE 

NCEP 

Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone 

Cyclonic Flow 

Moist Static Energy 

National Centers for Environmental Prediction 
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NMS National Meteorological Service 

PAOB Australian Bureau of Meteorology Paid Observations 

PNA Pacific North America 

SACZ South Atlantic Convergence Zone 

SARCOF Southern African Regional Climate Outlook Forum 

SASAS South African Society for At.roospheric Sciences 

SiB Simple Biosphere 

SOM Self Organizing Map 

SPCZ 

SST 

T30 

TL 

TIT 

UCT 

South Pacific Convergence Zone 

Sea Surface Temperature 

Spectral GCM with triangular truncation at wave number 

30 (Resolution of the COLA GCM discussed in this thesis) 

Tropical Low 

Tropical Temperate Trough 

University of Cape Town 
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